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Kurzfassung
Der steigenden Anzahl an Patienten mit aktiven implantierbaren medizinischen
Geräten (AIMD) wird im Allgemeinen der Zugang zur Magnetresonanztomogra-
phie (MRT) erschwert. „MR unsafe“ Implantate können beispielsweise nur außer-
halb ihrer Zulassung gescannt werden, während bei „MR conditional“ Implanta-
ten Grenzwerte aus mehrstufigen hersteller- und implantatspezifischen Anleitun-
gen verwendet werden müssen. Dies sorgt für die Gefährdung der Patienten und
zu schlechterer Bildgebungsleistung durch entsprechend konservativ angesetzte
Grenzwerte. Es ist bekannt, dass optimierte parallel gesendete (pTx) Hochfrequenz
(HF)-B+1 -Felder die volle MRT Leistung ausreizen.
Diese Doktorarbeit widmet sich derVerbesserung derHF-Sicherheit von Implan-

taten in der pTx MRT. Dies geschieht durch die Einführung eines Sicherheitskon-
zepts für Implantate welches native Patientensicherheit (ohne Implantat) und die
durch einen Sensor gemessene Implantatsicherheit separat betrachtet.
Die MRT HF-Sicherheit im nativen Fall als Grundlage dieses Konzeptes wird zu-

erst simulativ am Beispiel einer pTx Körperspule mit 1 - 16 Kanälen bei 0.5 T, 1.5 T
und 3T untersucht. Die durchschnittliche B+1 -Feldstärke (mean(B+1 )) ist dabei für
pTx bis zu 30% größer als bei dem zirkularpolarisierten (CP) Einkanalmodus wenn
die Unsicherheit durch unbekannte Patientenmodellemit einem Sicherheitsfaktor
kompensiert und für beide Fälle die gleichen Grenzwerte für die spezifische Ab-
sorptionsrate (SAR) der International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) genutzt
werden. Die Positionsunsicherheit des Patienten kann gleicherweise mit einem
Sicherheitsfaktor betrachtet werden. Es wurde desweiteren herausgefunden, dass
die Vernachlässigung der Phaseninformation bei der Grenzwertbestimmung nur
zu einem geringenmean(B+1 ) Abfall von 3 – 20% je nach B0 Feldstärke führt, die
nötige Hardwarekomplexität jedoch stark verringert.
Die theoretische Anwendbarkeit des vorgeschlagenen Sicherheitskonzepts wird

anhand eines idealisierten Rückenmarkstimulators im zweiten Teil aufgezeigt. Die
Fähigkeit, verschiedene Sensortypen gegenüber den etablierten Sicherheitsmetri-
ken SAR und Temperatur zu kalibrierten, wird demonstriert. Das Potential von
pTx zurMitigation der Implantaterwärmung steigt mit der Anzahl der verfügbaren
Kanäle. Es wurde für den untersuchten Fall mit maximaler implantatbedingter
Temperaturerhöhung von 2K für 1.5 T und 3T ein 3-fach höheresmean(B+1 ) bei 16
Kanälen gegenüber der CP-Anregung gefunden.
Ein möglicher Prozess für Implantathersteller zur Kalibration eines Implantat-

sensors gegen die durch das Implantat verursachte Erwärmung wird schließlich
angerissen.
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Abstract
The rising count of patients bearing an active implantable medical device
(AIMD) are often hindered fromhavingmagnetic resonance (MR) exams be-
cause MR-unsafe implants can only be scanned outside of their regulatory
approval, whileMR conditional implants require the use of thresholds from
complex manufacturer- and implant-specific guidelines. This degrades the
MR performance because of over-conservative limits or could even endan-
gerpatients if the limit is not strict enough. It is known thatparallel transmis-
sion (pTx)-systems can generate safe optimised radiofrequency (RF)-shims
that exploit the full MR performance.
This thesis contributes to implant RF safety in pTx MR by describing an

implant safety concept that separates native pTx safety of thepatientwithout
implant from implant safety that is assessed with an implant-integrated
sensor.
The concept’s prerequisite – the RF safety of pTx for the native case – is

first demonstrated in silico at the example of a pTx body coil that is driven
in different configurations at 1 - 16 channels with 0.5 T, 1.5 T and 3T. The
average B+1 -field (mean(B+1 )) of pTx is up to 30% higher than for the sin-
gle channel circular polarised (CP) mode when accommodating model un-
certainty with a safety factor and the same International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC) specific absorption rate (SAR) limits are applied. Position
uncertainty can similarly be addressed with a safety factor. Furthermore,
it was found that neglecting phase information leads to minor mean(B+1 )
drops of 3 – 20%,depending on the numberof channels andB0 compared to
the common SAR-controlled mode, in exchange for a reduced complexity.
The theoretic applicability of theproposed safety concept is shownby sim-

ulating a spinal cord stimulator dummy implant in a second step. The ability
to calibrate feasible sensor types against the established hazard measures
SAR and temperature is demonstrated. The potential of pTx in mitigating
implant hazards rises with channel count with up to 3 times themean(B+1 )
of the CP mode for an implant-caused temperature rise limit of 2K at 16
channels for 1.5 T and 3T.
This thesis finishes with the description of a process for implant manu-

facturers on how to calibrate a sensor signal against an implant hazard.
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Abbreviations, operators andsymbols
Abbreviations
ADC analog-to-digital converter

AI artificial intelligence
AIMD active implantable medical device

ASTM American Society for Testing and Materials

BMI body mass index
CC BY 4.0 creative commons attribution 4.0 international lincense that can

be found under https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/

CEM43°C cumulative equivalent minutes at 43 °C

CP circular polarised

EPT electric properties tomography

FDTD finite-difference time-domain

FPO fixed parameter option

GPU graphics processing unit

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission

IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers

IPG implantable pulse generator

ISO International Organization for Standardization

MIMAS Procedures allowing medical-implant manufacturers to demon-
strate compliance with MRI safety regulations (European Metrology
Programme for Innovation and Research (EMPIR) project 17IND01)

MR magnetic resonance
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Abbreviations, operators and symbols

MRI magnetic resonance imaging
MROC MR equipment output conditioning

PASCM phase agnostic SAR-controlled mode

PCM power-controlled mode

PEC perfect electric conductor

pTx parallel transmission

PVP polyvinylpyrrolidone

RF radiofrequency

RMS root mean square

ROI region of interest
SAR specific absorption rate

SCM SAR-controlled mode

SNR signal-to-noise ratio

STASIS Standardisation for Safe Implant Scanning in MRI (European Part-
nership of Metrology project 21NRM05)

UHF ultra high field

VAR volumetric absorption rate

VOP virtual observation point

Operators
operator description
⋅† complex conjugate transposition
⋅̂ normalised value
⋅⊺ transposition
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Symbols
symbol1 unit description
i 1 imaginary unit, i2 = −1
H,H Am−1 magnetic field (here:H-field)
B,B T magnetic flux density (here: B-field)
E,E Vm−1 electric field (here: E-field)
F,F surrogate for E-field respectiveH-field
εr 1 relative permittivity
ε0 Fm−1 vacuum permittivity, ε0 ≈ 8.85 × 10−12Fm−1 [1]
µr 1 relative permeability
µ0 Hm−1 vacuum permeability, µ0 ≈ 1.26 × 10−6Hm−1 [1]
Φ Tm2 magnetic flux
d 1 direction of field, values of x, y and z are possible
I A current
U V voltage
C F capacitance
γ MHzT−1 gyromagnetic ratio, hydrogen: γ/(2π) ≈ 42.58MHzT−1 [1]
λ m wave length
f Hz frequency
ω Hz angular frequency
t s time
j Am−2 current density
m kg mass
ϱ kgm−3 mass density
σ Sm−1 electrical conductivity
r = (x, y, z) (m,m,m) spatial position
Nc 1 channel count
c 1 current channel ID
u 1 normalised shim vector
SAR Wkg−1 specific absorption rate
l Wkg−1 SAR limit
Q Wkg−1 Q-matrix used to calculate SAR = u†Qu

1Small latin letters also occur as indices and count variables.
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1 Introduction
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [2] is a widely used clinical imaging
technique notable for its absence of ionising radiation and a good soft tissue
contrast. Advancements in medicine led to an increased life expectancy
and therefore a higher number of elderly people [3] which benefit from a
growing number ofMRI scanners [4, 5]. The ageing population also leads to
an increasing number of active implantablemedical device (AIMD) carriers
[6]. Some AIMD can only be scanned conditional or off-label [7].
As small changes in the implant configuration, like the tip position [8–10],

can cause large differences in tissue heating, a high safety factor needs to
be applied. AIMDs with magnetic resonance (MR) conditional label [11, 12]
were introduced in recent years. The process of scanning such implants in-
troduces a single point of failure: the human error of the MR operator, who
is responsible for (i) extracting the appropriate limits from complex doc-
uments with multiple side-conditions [13–16] and (ii) for limiting the MR
scanner accordingly. Another problem lies in the human error of patients
that do not remember their specific implant or being addressed on implant-
presence at all [17]. Burns caused by MR conditional devices are still re-
ported in 2022 [18]. All this indicates that the presently established work-
flows still have some issues and that a conceptionally different approach
may be needed to overcome these.
The European Society of Cardiology developed procedures to scan even

MR unsafe cardiac devices [19], because of the high clinical benefit of avail-
ableMR images for implant carriers and comparable lowheating risk due to
the cooling bloodstream through the heart. Appropriate caution and safety
margins are recommended by the literature for such scans [20–24]. AIMDs
with lead tips located atmore susceptible neural tissuewith lowerperfusion,
like deep brain stimulators or spinal cord stimulators, face a higher risk and
are therefore harder to justify in an MR exam. A possibility to avoid safety-
estimations is the proposed directmeasurement of the implant-hazardwith
integrated physical sensors [25–27].
A parallel transmission (pTx) [28–32] coil with multiple independently

controllable channels can shape its transmitted radiofrequency (RF) field,
that is used to manipulate the magnetisation, such that the tissue-heating
around implants is minimised [9, 10, 33–43]. PTx with more than 2 chan-
nels is not commonly available for B0 ≤ 3T scanners [4, 44]. Two reasons
for this are (i) the regulatory difference in the IEC SAR limits [45] between
single channel and pTx body coils, where local SAR limits are mandated for

1



1 Introduction

pTx coils only despite being commonly violated for one-channel circular
polarised (CP) mode coils [46–48], and (ii) little perceived need to improve
the B+1 homogeneity of single channel body coils compared to ultra high
field (UHF) MR with B0 ≥ 7T [49, 50].
The native problem, i.e. ensuring safety for patients without implant,

must, however, be solved to use pTx for implant hazard mitigation in a clin-
ical environment. It is possible to deduct the patient’s whole body SAR in
situ from the measured difference of forward power and reflected power
with the body mass [51].
Local SAR is instead commonly estimated by simulation of digital human

models within the digital RF coil model [9, 46]. The coil model is known at
the design stage of anMR system. The patient, however, is different in each
exam and there is in general no exact digital patient model available. Meth-
ods to measure such patient model in theMR scanner have been developed.
Conductivity maps and electric permittivity maps of the patient can be

measured with electric properties tomography (EPT) [52–56], but there are
limitations at tissue borders. A different strategy is the generation of a
patient-specific tissue voxel model [57–59] based on Dixon fat/water sep-
arated images [60, 61]. The dielectric properties are subsequently assigned
to each voxel based on its tissue [62]. Local SAR is then calculated bymeans
of simulation, a process that requires time in the order of hours [63, 64].
A drawback of using patient-specific models for local SAR assessment is

the additionally required time for model generation and SAR simulation.
Artificial intelligence (AI) techniques were developed in the recent time
to speed up the whole process, where the generation of a body model by
MR images [65–67], the calculation of local SAR maps from B+1 maps [68]
or even the direct calculation of local SAR maps from MR images [69, 70]
was demonstrated. However, a high amount of diverse and detailed digital
human models is required to train the AI models for patient-specific local
SAR assessment. Also, remaining uncertainties, that are among other things
caused by combiningMR scans atmultiple positions due to the limited field
of view, or breathing [71], still need to be addressed with a safety margin.
A common strategy in studies on pTx RF-safety is therefore the knowl-

edge of the exact digital model of the patient in the exact right position [72–
75]. The next step is to infer the consequences for real patients from these
results. Deviations in patientmodel [76–78], position [76, 79] or even breath-
ing state [71] can result in SAR overshoots that need to be addressed with
a safety factor or combining the limits of multiple simulations of multiple
models, positions and configurations [80].
There is a rapid growth in available digital human models [81] with esti-

mations of around 1000 developedmodels in 2022 [82]. The number of avail-
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able models is, however, still small, and not all these models are commonly
accessible because of vendor-locks, licenses and different file formats. A
further problem is the development of different digital human models on
the basis of the same real world data [83] with the visible human project
of 1994 as one prominent example [84] where the male model resulted in
models ‘VIP-man’ [85],‘Hugo’ [86], ‘XCAT’ [87], ‘visibleman’ [88, pp. 141–155],
and ‘Eddie’ [89] with the last one being released just in 2022. Native safety
must therefore be ensured with a limited number of virtual models.
This work demonstrates the feasibility of an implant safety concept that

combines native patient safety, i.e. safety for patients without implant, with
a safety limit that can be derived directly from calibrated sensor measure-
ments of an AIMD-integrated hazard sensor, see Fig. 1.1.
This concept requires AIMDs with the following properties:

1. An integrated sensor that outputs a signal which can be calibrated
against the implant hazard. The calibration must be independent of
the RF coil’s field and be valid for all positions of the patient in the
scanner. The calibration must also account for the variability of the
tissue types that can be found at the implant’s hot spots in different
patients.

2. It is ensured that the single integrated sensor is sufficient to assess
implant safety. Otherwise more sensors need to be added.

3. The AIMD is able to communicate the current implant hazard to the
MRI scanner.

This concept unfolds its full potential in a pTx enabledMR scanner,where
RF-shims can be optimised based on the implant-sensor measurement and
the pre-calculated native safety limit.
Benefits of this concept are the elimination of human errors by the auto-

matic communication of the appropriate implant limits between implant
and MR scanner, and in consequence safer MRI exams with higher imag-
ing performance. The higher imaging performance is possible, because
implant-caused safety margins can be chosen to be smaller through direct
measurement of the safety hazard and optimised pTx RF-shims that result
in a low implant hazard and allow for higher RF transmit power.
This thesis is structured into two parts. The first part’s aim is the develop-

ment of a workflow to derive native case limits that ensure RF safety if the
patient’s digital model and exact position are not known. The workflow is
demonstrated by simulation for a body coil that is driven at all combination
of 0.5 T, 1.5 T and 3T and 1-16 channels. Different pTx limits and the single
channel CP mode are be compared in respect to their B+1 performance.

3



1 Introduction

optimized shim vector
total safety assessment

simulation

Q-matrices
sensor
Q-matrix

implant 
sensor

sensor calibration

pre-calculated

in situ assessment B1+ maps

native RF safety
assessment

implant safety assessment

communication interface

MR manufacturer
implant manufacturer

Fig. 1.1:Diagram of the proposed safety concept for AIMDs. The MR system manu-
facturer is responsible to provide pTx safety limits for patients without im-
plant (native case, left). The implant manufacturer is responsible to provide
calibrated sensor information about the implant hazard. With this prior in-
formation, a patient and situation specific sensor Q-matrix can be acquired
from a short sequence of low-power measurements with the patient in the
scanner. OptimisedRF-shim vectors can be obtained by combining native and
implant Q-matrices with the channel-wiseB+1 maps. This figure by Petzold et
al. [35] is licenced under a creative commons attribution 4.0 international lin-
cense that can be found under https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
(CC BY 4.0).

The second part’s goal is the theoretical proof of the implant safety con-
cept consisting of sensor-placement analysis, finding suitable sensor types
and demonstrating that the combination of the sensor signal and the na-
tive safety limits, which were derived in the first part, is sufficient to ensure
safe MR scans. A further goal is the experimental investigation of a test im-
plant’s sensor calibration stability against changes in implant lead position
and against the field changes caused by different RF-shim vectors.

4
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This work was performed as part of the projects MIMAS1 and STASIS2. It
focusses on the theoretical demonstration and the experimental validation
of the core concept (measureability with a sensor) and must be seen in
conjunctionwith thework byDr. LukasWinter [90] andBerk Silemekwithin
the same projects [10, 27] on the technical feasibility of the presented safety
concept.
Parts of this thesis were the basis of two journal publication [35, 91] and

five conference abstracts [76, 78, 92–94].

1Procedures allowing medical-implant manufacturers to demonstrate compliance with
MRI safety regulations (European Metrology Programme for Innovation and Research
(EMPIR) project 17IND01)

2Standardisation for Safe Implant Scanning in MRI (European Partnership of Metrology
project 21NRM05)
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2 Background and underlyingconcepts
2.1 The radio-frequency field
The MRI principle [95] is based on the macroscopic alignment of spins
along an external B-field B0. Clinical scanners usually use B0 ≳ 0.5T [4]
because of a larger signal to noise ratio [96]. The aligned nuclear magneti-
sation is flipped by a radiofrequency (RF) B1-field with Larmor frequency
ω [97] linked to B0 by the nucleus-specific gyromagnetic ratio via

ω = 2πf = γB0. (2.1)

This work focuses on MR with hydrogen nuclei, where the gyromagnetic
ratio is γH/(2π) ≈ 42.6MHzT−1 [1]. Any processing transversal magnetisa-
tion induces a measurable voltage in the receiver coils that can be used
in conjunction with switched magnetic gradient fields to acquire the data
necessary for image reconstruction [2].
An RF E-field is linked to the B1-field with Maxwell’s equations [98]. This

E-field causes energy deposition in the imaged patient due to the electri-
cal conductivity of the tissue and subsequent potentially hazardous tissue
heating [99].
The wavelength of the RF field in a medium with permittivity ε = ε0εr,

permeability µ = µ0µr, conductivity σ and frequency f is given by

λ =
1

f
√
εµ

√
1
2 +

1
2

√
1 + σ2

(2πf)2ε2

. (2.2)

The wavelengths λ for 0.5 – 7 T for blood, fat, muscle and nerves at body
temperature are shown in Tab. 2.1. Of note is the around four times larger
wavelength in fat that leads to amore homogeneous energy deposition com-
pared to the other tissues at the same field strength.
All analysed RF fields between 20MHz and 300MHz can cause energy

deposition in the surface tissues close to the RF coil. The risk of additional
energy deposition in the body core rises with higher B0 as the correspond-
ing RFwavelength shrinks [103]. Energy deposition in the body core ismore
dangerous compared to the patient’s surface because of the lack of temper-
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2.2 Parallel transmission in MR imaging

Tab. 2.1: Frequencies f andwavelengthsλ in blood, fat,muscle andnerves correspond-
ing to the used B0-field strengths in this work. The material parameters con-
ductivity σ and relative permittivity εr at body temperature were taken from
the IT’IS database [62], that is based on the literature research of C. Gabriel
et al. [100] and the measurements of S. Gabriel et al. [101]. The wavelength
in water (εr at 37 °C taken from [102]) and in air are shown as reference.

blood fat
B0/T f/MHz σ/(Sm−1) εr λ/m σ/(Sm−1) εr λ/m

0.5 21.29 1.14 148 0.30 0.0321 9.43 2.27
1.5 63.87 1.21 86.5 0.20 0.0353 6.51 1.30
3 127.74 1.25 73.2 0.15 0.0369 5.92 0.83
7 298.06 1.32 65.7 0.10 0.0395 5.64 0.41

muscle nerve
B0/T f/MHz σ/(Sm−1) εr λ/m σ/(Sm−1) εr λ/m

0.5 21.29 0.645 107 0.44 0.257 94.0 0.83
1.5 63.87 0.688 72.3 0.29 0.312 55.1 0.44
3 127.74 0.719 63.5 0.20 0.354 44.1 0.28
7 298.06 0.770 58.2 0.12 0.418 37.0 0.15

air water
B0/T f/MHz σ/(Sm−1) εr λ/m σ/(Sm−1) εr λ/m

0.5 21.29 0 1 14.07 0 74 1.64
1.5 63.87 0 1 4.69 0 74 0.55
3 127.74 0 1 2.34 0 74 0.27
7 298.06 0 1 1.00 0 74 0.12

ature perception in the inner body, the presence of more vulnerable tissue
and the lack of surface cooling [48].

2.2 Parallel transmission in MR imaging
The typical MRI workflow consists of a single channel body transmit coil
that excites the nuclear 1H spins in the patient [104]. The resultingMR signal
is subsequently measured by an array of receive coils. Only transmit coils
are considered in the scope of this thesis.
Multiple transmit coils can be combined in phased arrays [105] with in-

dependent amplitude and phase of the signal or utilizing full parallel trans-
mission (pTx) [28–32, 106–108] where each channel can be controlled inde-

7



2 Background and underlying concepts

pendently. The voltage Uc applied to each channel c is thereby, in the most
general case, only time t dependent without further restrictions:

Uc = Uc(t) (2.3)

PTx is a commonly used technique for improvingB+1 homogeneity for UHF
MRI withB0 ≥ 7T [50]. The available degrees of freedom of pTx can also be
exploited to shape the RF field so that the SAR at implant hot spots is min-
imised [9, 36–39, 41, 43]. Current clinical systems with B0 = 3T commonly
have 2 channels [26, 33, 42, 109] that are the orthogonal linear polarisations.
Dedicated research scanners with more available channels exist [36–39,
110]. The availability of pTx systems for B0 ≤ 1.5T is currently restricted to
custom research scanners [34, 41].
A static pTx RF-shim1 in the steady state2 with angular frequency ω is an

RF-shim where all channel voltages Uc(t) of the MR coil follow

Uc(t) = A exp(iωt + iφ), with i2 = −1. (2.4)

Only signals around the Larmor frequency ω = 2πγB0, see Eq. (2.1), are in
the scope of this work. All voltages, currents and spatial field components
therefore follow the same time evolution exp(iωt) in the steady state and
can hence be expressed as complex phasorA exp(iφ)with amplitudeA and
phase φ.
Static RF-shimming is the most simple type of pTx optimisation that is

able to demonstrate the effects of the presented safety limits on imaging per-
formance. More sophisticated optimisation methods like Transmit SENSE
[28, 29], Spokes [92, 111, 112] or kT-points [113] exist. They, however, require
more optimisation parameters and introduce higher complexity as specially
designed sequences are required, while static RF-shimming is compatible
with any existent sequence. This work focuses therefore on static RF shim-
ming only, as this allows for a simpler process and thus minimises opti-
misation artefacts that could arise from the more advanced pTx excitation
strategies.
A static RF-shim of a pTx systemwithNc channels is, in this work, defined

by theNc complex voltage phasors applied to all channels. Such shim is for-
malised as unit-less voltage vector u [114] where Uc = 1V×uc is the complex
1AnRF-shim is able to the improve theB1-field.B1-shim,B+1 -shim andRF-shim therefore
occur synonymously in the literature. The nomenclature ‘RF-shim’ is used within this
work.

2MR pulses have typical bandwidths below 100 kHz which is much smaller than the
20MHz Larmor frequency of the lowest field strength B0 = 0.5T used in this work.
All signals in this work can therefore be considered quasi-stationary.
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2.2 Parallel transmission in MR imaging

voltage of channel c.
The fields3 F originating from a single channel with unit voltage excita-

tion u = 1 (all other channels: u = 0) are named ‘single channel fields’ within
this work. These fields F = F(r, d, c) are dependent on the spatial location
r = (x, y, z) and are in the general case a set of three complex numbers
describing the field components in each spatial direction d ∈ {x,y, z}.
The ‘mixed fields’F obtained by applying shim vectoru to the pTx coil are

the result of the weighted superposition of the single channel fields F(c)
due to the linearity of Maxwell’s equations [98]:

F(u) =
Nc

∑
c=1

u(c)F(c). (2.5)

Relevant for image quality is the circular-polarizedRFB+1 -field perpendic-
ular to B0 following the precession of the nuclear spin. This field, applied
for pulse duration trf , tips the magnetisation out of its initial z-orientation
parallel to the external magnetic field B0. It is defined in this work as

B+1 =
Bx + iBy

2
, B = µrµ0H. (2.6)

The relative permeabilityµr was set to 1 for the purpose of this work. Both
B0 and the rotation axis ofB+1 are parallel to the z-axis following the axis con-
vention in theMRI environment. The orientation ofB0 in this framework in
+z- respective −z-direction depends on the sign of the gyromagnetic ratio
as consequence of the definition in Eq. (2.6). The direction ofB0 for closed-
bore scanners is not standardised and can either point in head direction or
in feet direction. The fields in the body, and therefore the energy deposition,
depend on the orientation of the patient, which needs to be considered for
a comprehensive safety analysis as it is done in available patient exposure
databases [115, 116]. Such analysis was not performed within this work due
to the higher computational burden and storage requirements compared
to the minor scientific gain but is required for MRI manufacturers to test
the safety of their native pTx systems if patients shall be allowed to enter
the bore head-first and feet-first. Implant manufacturers would need to use
appropriate exposure databases depending on the allowed MRI scanners,
as well for the verification of their implant calibration.
Relevant for safety is the power deposition P per massm into the patient.

3Symbols F and F are used as surrogate for all fields used in this work: E,H,B,B+1
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2 Background and underlying concepts

This quantity, termed specific absorption rate (SAR), is calculated by

SAR =
P

m
=

1

2ϱ
j†E =

σ

2ϱ
∣E∣2. (2.7)

with current density j = σE, mass density ϱ and electrical conductivity σ.
Superscript † denotes the complex conjugate transposition. The factor 1/2
is a result of averaging over a sine period with amplitudes ∣E∣ respective ∣j∣.

2.3 Hazards caused by devices in MRexaminations
Care has to be taken if external or internalmedical devices like pulse oxime-
ters or implants are present [117, 118]. Implant bearing patients may suffer
severe damage in an MRI exam due to their implant [119, 120] and thus are
usually excluded from imaging. Both the number of implant bearers [121]
as well as the availability ofMRI scanners [4] are increasing over timewhich
raises the pressure to safely scan patients with an implant.
Implant-caused hazards in MRI can be categorised into 5 groups [9, 117,

118, 122]:

1. Forces and torques on ferromagnetic parts due toB0

Ferromagnetic objects can get attracted by the strong B0-field of the
MRI scanner resulting in the dislocation of implants and subsequent
device malfunctioning or damage to the surrounding tissue.

2. Forces on conductive parts due to movement troughB0

Eddy currents are induced into conductive parts by a changingB-field.
These currents create a second B-field that counteracts the initial B-
field due to Lenz’s law resulting in a force acting on the conductive
object.

3. Device malfunctioning of AIMDs
Magnetic switches are used in some AIMDs to trigger certain tasks
like forced stimulation in pacemakers. These switches can also be
unintentionally activated by the B0-field [123] and result in unwanted
behaviour if no MRI-safe mode exists.

Another source of malfunctioning is the destruction of the AIMD’s
electronic components by voltages caused by the RF-fields or B-field
gradients of the MRI scanner.
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2.4 Relevant MR safety standards

4. Excessive tissue heating due to the gradients
Currents induced into implants by the gradients can lead to implant
heating. This heat is conducted to the tissues next to the implant and
results in high temperatures and accompanying tissue damage.

5. Excessive tissue heating due to the RF fields
RF currents induced in the patient’s tissue close to the implant result
in energy deposition and subsequent tissue heating. This effect ismost
prominent at the tip of leads.

One part of this work focuses on mitigating RF heating for elongated
AIMDs leads that can be found in implants like pace makers, deep brain
stimulators or spinal cord stimulators.

2.4 Relevant MR safety standards
This section gives a short overview of the established MR RF safety stan-
dards [7] by the standardisation bodies International Electrotechnical Com-
mission (IEC), Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), In-
ternational Organization for Standardization (ISO) and American Society
for Testing and Materials (ASTM) that are relevant for this work.
Native safety is covered by IEC 60601-2-33 [45] specifying SAR limits for

MR exams and IEC/IEEE 62704-1 [124] describing an averaging method to
obtain 10 g averaged SAR.
Medical equipment is covered by ASTM F2503-20 [125] for marking de-

vices by their MR compatibility and ISO/TS 10974 [11] that describes test
procedures ensuring AIMD safety.

2.4.1 IEC 60601-2-33
IEC standard 60601-2-33 [45] defines three operating modes, namely

normal mode, where the biophysical effect of the energy deposition into
the patient results in negligible risk

first level controlled mode, where the biophysical risks aremitigatedby
appropriate monitoring of the patient and

second level controlled mode, where acceptable limits are defined by a
responsible organisation.

Three types of SAR limits with different averaging regions exist. These are
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2 Background and underlying concepts

global limits, where SAR averaging either happens for the whole body or
the head,

the partial body limit, where averaging happens over the effective vol-
ume, that is defined as volume where no more than 95% of all RF
power is deposited in a homogeneous phantom that fills the space
that is reachable for a patient and

local limits, where averaging happens for each position r over the closest
10 gmass following the algorithm described in IEC/IEEE 62704-1 [124],
see Section 2.4.2. The peak spatial SAR psSAR as maximum SAR over
all position r is a commonly used measure for local SAR assessment.

The whole body SAR limits aim to limit physiological stress caused by a
systemic temperature rise while the local SAR limits’ purpose is to avoid
local tissue damage.
The SAR limits l corresponding to these operating modes and limit types

for an averaging time of 6min are shown in Tab. 2.2. The SAR over any 10 s
of examination is additionally not allowed to exceed twice the limit specified
in Tab. 2.2 to avoid temporal energy deposition peaks.

Tab. 2.2: SAR limits l / (Wkg−1) for averaging time 6min according to [45].

operating global partial local 10 g averaged
mode whole body head body* head/trunk extremities

normal 2 3.2 2-10 10 20
first level
controlled

4 3.2 4-10 20 40

second level
controlled

>4 >3.2 >4-10 >20 >40

* The partial body SAR limits lpb depend on the ratio of patient mass in
the effective volume of the coilm and total patient massM with

lpbn = 10Wkg−1 − 8Wkg−1
m

M
for normal mode and (2.8)

lpb1 = 10Wkg−1 − 6Wkg−1
m

M
for first level controlled mode. (2.9)

The partial body SAR limit is expected to be stricter than the whole body
SAR limit for mass fractions in the effective volume ofm/M < 0.23 for nor-
mal mode and m/M < 0.59 for first level controlled mode, see appendix
A.1.
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2.4 Relevant MR safety standards

The applicability of the different limits depends on the type of coil. Vol-
ume body coils and pTx coils in the single channel CP mode only need to
follow the whole body and partial body limit. The local SAR limits do not
have to be fulfilled in this case and are commonly violated [46–48]. Local
coils and pTx coils must, on the other hand, adhere to the local SAR limits.
Additional limits for the RF field and gradient output at 1.5 T were speci-

fied in the 2015 version of the standard [126] as fixed parameter option (FPO)
to be available for MR conditional devices. Relevant for this work is the B+1
root mean square (RMS) limit of 3.2µT.
FPO was superseded by MR equipment output conditioning (MROC) for

1.5 T and 3T in the current standard iteration of the year 2022 [45]. Themain
difference in terms of B+1 RMS is that implant manufacturers can specify a
limit instead of only having the pre-specified value at their disposal.
Within this work it is assumed that all SAR limits l of this standard ade-

quately ensure patient safety. The ongoing scientific debate whether SAR is
the right quantity to be supervised [127, 128] or certain limit values should
be adjusted [47], is not subject of the present work.

2.4.2 IEC/IEEE 62704-1
SAR is commonly calculated with electromagnetic simulations that return
the E-field values at each discretised position r. These E-fields can be used
to calculate for all locations the point SAR, that is the SARwithout spatial av-
eraging. The corresponding tissuemass to these locations is usually smaller
than 10 g, where the local SAR limits are specified. It is therefore necessary
to average the point SAR over multiple positions to obtain the 10 g averaged
local SAR.
An algorithm for this purpose is described in IEC/IEEE 62704-1 [124].

Cubes at each position r are expanded until their included mass reaches
10 g and the included SAR values are subsequently averaged. A special case
exists for the boundary region between patient and air where the highest av-
eraged SAR value in the vicinity of the current location is used instead. This
complex process results in higher SAR values at the boundary compared
to volumetric averaging. These high SAR values do not correlate well with
temperature due to the heat diffusion from the skin into the air [48].
The volumetric averaging approachwas implemented in thiswork instead

of the standardised algorithm as the differences between 10 g- and 10 cm3-
averaging are slim [129]. A sphere as natural shape of heat conduction in
isotropic materials was adopted at the same time instead of a cube for a
more physics-motivated averaging.
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2 Background and underlying concepts

2.4.3 ASTM F2503-20
All devices intended for use in an MR environment can be grouped into
three categories depending on their MR safety by marking standard ASTM
F2503-20 [125]:

MR unsafe: Devices shall not be used in an MRI environment.
MR conditional: Conditions are specified that must be fulfilled to safely

useMR conditional devices in anMRI environment. These conditions
could apply, for example, to B0, B1, gradient strength or SAR.

MR safe: No restrictions apply in an MRI environment.
This work focuses onMR conditional AIMDs. A procedure to ensure patient
safety is described that is based on sensormeasurements of the implant that
are transferred to the MRI scanner and used for safe excitations. The im-
plant is therefore only safe if the conditions dictatedby sensormeasurement
and calibration are fulfilled.

2.4.4 ISO/TS 10974
Procedures ensuring AIMD safety inMRI are described in ISO/TS 10974 [11].
Tiered measures exist for each hazard type, see Section 2.3. Lower tiers are
easier to perform, but require a higher safety factor to compensate for their
error margin.
Relevant for this work are the four tiers for assessing the RF induced

power deposition:

Tier 1 is restricted to electrically short implants with lengthsmuch shorter
than the wavelength of the RF field. The RF-induced power deposition
is approximated with predetermined electric field values.

Tier 2 requires the simulation of a digital human model without implant.
The RF-induced power deposition is determinedwith the electric field
values in the region intended for the AIMD.

Tier 3 is based on the simulation of an implant-free digital human model.
The in vivo power deposition is determined with the transfer function
formalism [130]. The implant is characterised by the transfer function,
which is determined by measurement or simulation, and the incident
electromagnetic field distributions along possible implant paths are
integrated.
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Tier 4 requires a complete electromagnetic simulation of the digital hu-
man model including the tested implant.

This work uses a Tier 4 simulation with a simplified implant to achieve
insights into the interaction of implant and patient.

2.5 Q-matrices and virtual observation points
Q-matrices [29, 131, 132] are an established concept in RF safety assessment.
They are used in this work to simplify the complexity in SAR calculation by
unifying all possible SAR limits via normalisation and to reduce the compu-
tational burden by calculating a smaller number of dominating Q-matrices
that always result in a more conservative SAR [80].

2.5.1 Definition of Q-matrices
The point SAR for static RF-shimming with vector u at location r is given as

SARpt(u, r) =
σ(r)
2ϱ(r)

∣E(u, r)∣2. (2.10)

It depends on the material parameters at r as well as on the mixed field
E(u, r) (left hand side of Eq. (2.5)) which in turn depends on the RF-shim
vector u. Calculating point SAR with Eq. (2.10) results in a high complexity
and computational load for often required quantities like the 10 g averaged
SAR of different RF-shim vectors.
Eq. (2.10) can also be expressed with Q-matrices [29, 131, 132] where the

elements are defined as

(Q(r))m,n =
σ(r)
2ϱ(r)

(E(r, c =m))† E(r, c = n). (2.11)

with channel count indices 1 ≤m,n ≤ Nc as

SARpt(u, r) = u†Qpt(r)u. (2.12)

These Q-matrices depending on the channel basis fields E(r) (right hand
side of Eq. (2.5)) with size (Nc×Nc) are hermitian, positive semidefinite and
independent of shim vector by definition. SAR calculation with Eq. (2.12)
has the advantage that RF-shim independent averaged Q-matrices can be
constructed by element-wise averaging of multiple basis Q-matrices result-
ing in reduced computational load.
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2 Background and underlying concepts

2.5.2 Measuring a Q-matrix with an RMS sensor

The Q-matrix concept is not limited to SAR alone and can be used for all
quantities x that can be expressed as

x = u†Qu. (2.13)

A Q-matrix describing the hazard at the critical region of an implant is re-
quired for the proposed safety concept. Such Q-matrix can be constructed
with a root mean square (RMS) sensor like a diode or a thermistor that mea-
sures the amplitude x of a quantity that is correlated to the safety hazard at
the relevant location [10]. RMS sensors are suitable for this purpose as they
are smaller, simplerandcheapercompared to time-domain sensors because
no phase reference is required. On the downside, an increased number of
Nc

2 measurements are required to determine the sensor Q-matrixQs for an
Nc-channel system with an RMS sensor instead of Nc measurements with
a time-domain sensor. Using a sufficiently fast RMS sensor like a diode re-
sults, however, in an adequately small total Q-matrix measurement time of
less than 30ms for an 8-channel system [10].

A possible selection of RF-shim vectors to calculate the sensor Q-matrix
is [10]

Qm,n =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

xm form = n
1
2(xm;n=1 − xm − xn) +

i
2(xm;n=i − xm − xn) form < n

1
2(xm;n=1 − xm − xn) −

i
2(xm;n=i − xm − xn) form > n

(2.14)

where xm is the sensor’s amplitude for RF-shim vector u(m) being zero in
each component except for one in them-th component, that is

u(m)l =
⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩

1 for l =m
0 for l ≠m

(2.15)

and where xm;n=v is the sensor’s amplitude for RF-shim vector u(m,n, v)
with

u(m,n, v)l =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

1 for l =m
v for l = n
0 for l ≠m or l ≠m

. (2.16)
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2.5 Q-matrices and virtual observation points

2.5.3 Normalised Q-matrices
Handling different types of Q-matrices (e.g. local SAR, partial body SAR,
diode-measurement) with different limits introduces unnecessary complex-
ity and is error-prone. AllNi Q-matricesQ(i) can be normalised with their
respective limit l(i), see Tab. 2.2, to dimensionless matrices Q̂(i) by

Q̂(i) =
Q(i)

l(i)
. (2.17)

where carets indicate normalised measures to circumvent this intricacy.
The condition for safety is thus simplified to

max
i
u†Q̂

(i)
u ≤ 1. (2.18)

2.5.4 Virtual observation points
Local 10 g averaged normalised Q-matrices Q̂(r) are similar in close spatial
vicinity (‘Q(r) ≈ Q(r + ε) for small ∣ε∣’). This redundancy can be removed
by calculating a set ofNj Q-matrices Q̂

(j)

VOP called virtual observation points
(VOPs) [80], which dominate the initial Q-matrices. This means that they
result in a more conservative normalised peak spatial SAR psŜARVOP

psŜARVOP =max
j
u†Q̂

(j)

VOPu ≥max
r
u†Q̂(r)u = psŜAR (2.19)

for all possible u than the psŜAR calculated directly with all original Q-
matrices Q̂(r).
This compression can be used for a combination of all types ofQ-matrices.

It is especially useful for the native safety assessment with the IEC 60601-2-
33 limits, see Section 2.4.1 where the number i of relevant Q-matrices Q(i)
lies in the order of magnitude of 107 for a typical simulation of a human
subject in this work with a 2mm voxel resolution. Reductions of Ni ≈ 107

to Nj ≈ 100 are possible in exchange for a few percent of SAR overestima-
tion [133]. It is important to note that the SAR overestimation is calculated
for the worst case normalised shim vectors û with unit length that is the
eigenvector with the highest eigenvalue of all initial Q-matrices. The max-
imum VOP overestimation of an arbitrary unit length RF-shim vector is
hence not relative to its concrete SAR but an absolute difference derived
from the worst case [80]. The relative VOP SAR overestimation for RF-shim
vectors with low SAR in all initial Q-matrices can therefore reach values
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2 Background and underlying concepts

higher than the relative overestimation of the worst case. This is no prob-
lem, because the absolute difference matters in safety assessment, and not
the relative difference.
The calculated normalised VOPs Q̂

(j)

VOP are used in the following instead
of all Q-matrices to assess the IEC compliance of a RF-shim. The subscript
‘VOP’ is omitted for better clarity.

2.6 Ensuring IEC compliance for static RF-shimvectors
The compliance of an RF shim vector u with the IEC SAR limits [45] is in
this work assessed with the following three modes that are based on theNj

normalised Q-matrices Q̂
(j)
:

SAR-controlled mode (SCM), where the maximum normalised SAR of a
given RF-shim vector u is assessed directly for all Q̂

(j)
:

max
j
u†Q̂

(j)
u ≤ 1. (2.20)

This mode is most frequently used in the literature for local SAR [49,
114, 134, 135] as it offers the highest possible mean(B+1 ) because no
information is neglected.

phase agnostic SAR-controlled mode (PASCM), where an upper limit
of the normalised maximum SAR based on neglected phase informa-
tion is used instead:

max
j
∣u∣† ∣Q̂∣

(j)
∣u∣ ≤ 1 with ∣u∣m = ∣um∣ , ∣Q̂∣m,n

= ∣Q̂m,n∣ for 1 ≤m,n ≤ Nc.

(2.21)

This mode is examined because the measurement of phase informa-
tion requires complex hardware and is error-prone as a reference
phase is necessary [136]. PASCM is more conservative than SCM be-
cause u†Q̂u ≤ ∣u∣† ∣Q̂∣ ∣u∣ follows as consequence of the triangle inequal-
ity.

power-controlled mode (PCM) [137], where a single channel amplitude
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2.7 RF-shim vector optimisation

limit α is defined by

α ≡min
j

1
√

∑
Nc

i,k=1 ∣Q̂
(j)

i,k ∣

(2.22)

and IEC compliance can subsequently be assessed by

max
c
∣uc∣ ≤ α. (2.23)

Eq. (2.23) follows from Hölder’s inequality [138], see derivation in ap-
pendix A.2. This mode is the most conservative, because the scalar
maximum single channel amplitude of an RF-shim vector is used as
the only safety measure. PCM is examined because it allows for a di-
rect hierarchy of configurations based on α. It furthermore is possible
to calculate a mathematical upper limit normalised SAR ŜARmax for
a configuration with maximum single channel amplitude αt for all
RF-shim vectors with αa as

ŜARmax = (
αa

αt

)
2

, (2.24)

see appendix A.2.

2.7 RF-shim vector optimisation
It is necessary to assess the performance of an RF-shim vector quantita-
tively in order to compare the described safety limits. The following three
measures are used in this thesis for this purpose:

‘safety’ assessed by one of the safety limits as described in Section 2.6,
‘average B+1 field strength’ assessed by the arithmeticmean ofB+1 in the

region of interest (ROI) that is the torso in the image plane that is the
z-slice trough the centre of the coil as

mean
r∈ROI

(B+1 (r)) =
1

Nr
∑
r∈ROI
∣B+1 (r)∣ ≡ µ, and (2.25)

‘B+1 homogeneity’ assessed by the coefficient of variation (CV) of B+1 in
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the same ROI as coefficient of standard deviation σ and mean µ as

CV
r∈ROI
(B+1 (r)) =

σ

µ
=
1

µ

√
1

Nr
∑
r∈ROI
(∣B+1 (r)∣ − µ)2. (2.26)

These threemeasures are themost simple selection that is sufficient to judge
the performance of safeMRI for thiswork. DifferentROI for special imaging
needs or non-imaging methods like proton nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy are beyond the scope of this thesis.
All three measures must be considered at once. A safe RF-shim vector is

necessary but not sufficient for safe andperformantMRI. Themost extreme
example would be the safest possible RF-shim vector u = 0 with zero ampli-
tude in all components resulting in zero SAR, but also noB+1 -field rendering
imaging impossible. Likewise unacceptable would be a situation with very
highmean(B+1 ) and CV(B+1 ) = 0 if the safety limits are violated.
Observing three measures, however, results in unnecessary complexity

andcomplicates comparisons betweenmultipleRF-shimvectors. It is hence
desired to reduce the number of measures as much as possible. One mea-
sure can be eliminated by exploiting the link between SAR andmean(B+1 ):
Scaling an arbitrary static RF-shim vector u with a complex factor a in all
components results in a linear increased mean(B+1 (au)) and a quadratic
increase of SAR(au) while CV(B+1 (au)) is not affected:

mean(B+1 (au))∝
√
SAR(au), CV(B+1 (au)) = CV(B

+
1 (u)) for a ∈ C. (2.27)

The safety of a RF-shim vector in respect to the described limits is a binary
condition and either safe or unsafe. All shim vectors u are hence scaled to
hit the respective limit in Eq. (2.20), Eq. (2.21) or Eq. (2.23) to eliminate the
safety parameter and reduce the necessary parameters to compare different
shim vectors tomean(B+1 ) and CV(B+1 ).
The trade-off between mean(B+1 ) and CV(B+1 ) of an RF-shim vector u

scaled to hit a specific SAR limit can be assessed with cost function

C = C(mean(B+1 ),CV(B
+
1 )) = C(u). (2.28)

The number of parameters to assess a RF-shim vector can therefore be re-
duced to one for a given C. It is worth noting that all RF-shim au for an
arbitrary complex a will have the same cost assigned due to the scaling.
A linear combination ofmean(B+1 ) and CV(B+1 ) was chosen in this work
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as cost function

C(us) = −mean
r∈ROI

(B+1 (r,us)) + λ CV
r∈ROI
(B+1 (r,us)) (2.29)

with regularisation parameter λ ∈ {0,0.2,0.5,1,1.8,3,5,10,30,∞} as this rep-
resents the simplest combination of both measures that allows to specify
weighting. λ = ‘∞’ symbolizes that only the second term assessingB+1 homo-
geneity in Eq. (2.29) is regarded analogously to λ = 0 for B+1 field strength.
The shim vectors with the lowest cost C (the ‘best’ shim vectors) for at

least one λ ∈ [0,∞) form the L-curve4 that describes the best possible trade-
offs betweenmean(B+1 ) and CV(B+1 ).
Scaling an RF-shim vector to hit the safety limit results forNc-channels in

2Nc−2 degrees of freedom:Nc−1 relative amplitudes and phase differences
to the first channel. Rasterising the whole manifold of possible scaled RF-
shim vectors results in an exponential increase of the necessary RF-shim
vector count Nu with channel count Nc: Nu = bNc−1 where b is the product
of the desired number of tested phases and the desired number of tested
amplitudes per channel. It is as consequence not feasible to test a sufficient
count of possible RF-shim vectors for channel counts Nc ≥ 8 with current
computational resources. Two strategies are hence used in this thesis to
explore the RF-shim vector manifold, namely a

Monte Carlo approach, where 106 random RF-shim vectors, half with
random phases and identical amplitude and half with both random
phases and amplitudes, are scaled to hit the safety limit andmean(B+1 )
and CV(B+1 ) are subsequently evaluated and a

cost function optimisation approach, minimising the cost function C
(Eq. (2.29)) for the RF-shim vectors that hit the safety limit and the
specified regularisation parameter λ.

Minimising C in Eq. (2.29) is a non-convex optimisation problem as
it shows local minima. Optimisation with a single initial shim vector
will therefore not guarantee the global minimum and multiple initial
shim vectors are used tomitigate this problem. Here, theNelder-Mead
algorithm [139] is used for optimisation as no derivatives of the cost
function are necessary, which simplifies the implementation.

The required time of one optimisation run for one initial RF-shim vec-
tor ismuchhigher than the calculation ofC for a single RF-shimvector

4Themore common name ‘L-curve’ was adapted throughout this work instead of ‘ L-curve’
that better describes the plots of this work.
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with observations of up to 105 times longer time for the optimisation
runs in this work. It was therefore decided to use the 100 shim vectors
with lowest cost C for any λ from the Monte Carlo approach as the
initial RF-shim vectors for optimisation to reduce the computational
burden.

It is, in conclusion,possible to assess the performance of aRF-shimvector
with a single scalar – the value of the cost function for a given regularisation
parameter λ – enabling straightforward comparisons between different RF-
shim vectors.
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3 Simulations and data analysis
This chapter describes the applied methods to derive the necessary data
for the further analysis, that contains B+1 -maps, SAR maps, SAR VOPs, and
temperature maps for given RF-shim vectors.

3.1 Electromagnetic FDTD simulationbackground
The inability to analytically solve complex electrodynamic problems, like
the resulting fields in a patient for a given RF-shim in an MRI coil, sparked
the development of numerical procedures to approximate Maxwell’s equa-
tions [98]

divE =
ρ

ε0
Gauß’s law, (3.1)

divB = 0 Gauß’s law for magnetism, (3.2)

rotE = −
∂B
∂t

Faraday’s law and (3.3)

rotB = µ0j + µ0ε0
∂E
∂t

Ampère’s law. (3.4)

The finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method, introduced by Yee [140]
in 1966, is used in this thesis. Only a course outline can be given within this
section. Details can be found in dedicated literature [141] and lectures [142].
The FDTD calculation happens, as suggested by its name, in the time

domain where an initial configuration of E- and B-field is updated. The
method is voxel-based like MRI with the slight difference that the E- and
B-fields are located on two rectangular meshes that are shifted by half of
their edge length in all three dimensions: the so-called Yee-cell, see Fig. 3.1.
This setup leads to the automatic fulfilment of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2).

E- andB-field are updatedwith a leap-frog algorithmby the second-order
approximation of Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) in space and time: The change of the
E-field is calculated by the rotation of the B-fields surrounding the E-field
grid point. In a next step, all B-fields are updated likewise. The leap-frog
algorithm can be heavily parallelised, leading to smaller simulation com-
putation times when appropriate hardware is available.
The main advantage of the FDTD approach is the linear correlation be-
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E-grid

B-grid

Bx

By

BzEx
Ey

Ez

Fig. 3.1: Schematic of a Yee-cell with the location of the E-field- and B-field-
components. E- and B-grid are shifted by half of the grid length.

tween number of voxels and required memory enabling this method for
large geometries like human voxel models with typical dimensions of 2m×
0.8m × 0.8m that result in a mesh of size 1000 × 400 × 400 with 160 million
cells for a grid length of 2mm. The typical computation time until steady-
state was reached with a NVIDIA Quattro GV100 graphics processing unit
(GPU) for all 48 ports was around 8h for the analysed models in this work
at 128MHz.
Resonant systems like MR-coils with a high quality factor Q require a

long time to reach the steady-state. Numerical instability might happen
for a system with too high Q and not enough energy loss at the simulation
boundaries. HighQ-factors can be avoided by employing electromagnetic
co-simulation, see Section 3.3.2.
The total calculation time of a single simulation tc scales with grid length

g and simulation frequency f roughly by

tc ∝
1

g4f
. (3.5)

The spatial resolution results in g−3 due to the higher count of cells and
the required smaller time update step∆tu with tc ∝ 1/∆tu for a fixed total
simulated time results in another g−1 as it is linked to the grid length g by
the speed of light c with∆t∝ g/c. Higher resolution r = 1/g therefore leads
to a significantly longer total simulation calculation time tc ∝ r4. The factor
f−1 is a result of assuming a similar number of necessary periods of the RF
field to reach steady state.
The FDTD simulation method is, in conclusion, a suitable approach to

obtain the necessary field distributions in human models for the further
analysis. It should be noted, however, that the required computational re-
sources rise rapidly with decreasing grid length g. It is hence not possible
to simulate fine structures like implants within a largemodel in detail when
using a Tier 4 approach, see Section 3.4.
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3.2 Electromagnetic FDTD simulation setup

3.2 Electromagnetic FDTD simulation setup
3.2.1 Workflow
All simulations were carried out with the software Sim4Life (ZMT, Zürich,
Switzerland) version 5.0 - 7.0. The simulation workflow was structured in 3
steps:

modeling: The simulation geometry was determined.
simulation: Mass density ϱ, relative permittivity εr and electrical conduc-

tivity σ were assigned to each tissue type of the virtual humanmodels
according to the IT’IS Foundation’s tissue properties database version
4.0 [62]. The measured values were used for phantom liquids. Spa-
tial discretisation (meshing) of all objects was performed with 2mm
grid length in all 3 dimensions if not stated otherwise. The outermost
border of the mesh was determined by a rectangular cuboid to en-
sure the right grid location andminimisemeshing artefacts, especially
for ports. The default uniaxial perfectly matched layers (UPML) ab-
sorbing boundary condition (ABC) was used. Multiport simulations
were carried out to speed up total simulation time, see Section 3.3.2.
Thereby all ports were terminated by a 50Ω load and simulationswere
carried out where one port each acted as sinusoidal voltage source
with frequency f = γB0, see Eq. (2.1) and Tab. 2.1. The simulation run
of one port was finished when the steady state was reached, that is
assumed when the convergence level based on the difference of the
last two periods reached −50 dB. The simulation results consist of the
complex phasors of E-field andH-field at each voxel location, as well
as the phasors of voltage and current of each port in the steady state,
and are stored by Sim4Life with thematerial parameters of each voxel
in ⁎.h5 hierarchical data format files.

analysis: The results of Sim4Life were analysed with Python scripts.
3.2.2 Coil and phantoms
Birdcage coils [143–145] like the one simulated in this thesis are considered
state of the art for body coils with B0 ≤ 3T and are represented in generic
exposure data bases [115, 116].
The simulated coil was modelled after the coil of a 3 T Siemens Verio

(Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany) wide-bore system (70 cm), see
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3 Simulations and data analysis

Fig. 3.2. The purpose of this coil is to simulate human voxelmodels to assess
safety and performance of optimised RF-shim vectors.

Fig. 3.2: Body coil model with 48 ports. Gray: shield, orange: coil, gaps in coil: location
of ports.

field strength: 0.5 T, 1.5 T and 3T
channel count: 1 ch, 2 ch, 4 ch, 8 ch and 16 ch
coil: radius 356mm, leg length: 352mm, leg width: 32mm, endring thick-

ness: 50mm, material: perfect electric conductor (PEC)

ports: 48 ports in total: 16 ports in the centre of each leg, 16 ports each
between the legs in both endrings

shield: length: 1500mm, radius: 376mm, material: PEC
phantoms: It is assumed that there are over 1000 digital human models

[82]. Their accessibility is however lowered by licences, fees, vendor
locks limiting models to specific software and technical difficulties
like various proprietary file formats [81]. Only 11 models based on 10
different humans are analysed in this work due to these constraints.
Moremodelswould certainly be desirable, but the presentedprinciple
is not expected to change. These 11 analysedmodels consist of 10 of the
virtual population [146] (Dizzy, Eartha, Louis, Yoon-sun, Ella, Glenn,
Jeduk, Duke, Eddie and Fats) and the original XCAT model [87]. All
phantoms were positioned like in cardiac imaging with their heart in
the central z-plane of the coil andback touching the y = −170mmplane
to explore model dependency. Model Duke was additionally used in
various other positions to explore position dependency.
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3.3 Data processing
3.3.1 Field data extraction
Simulation results of E-fields andH-fields are saved by Sim4Life at shifted
positions in the Yee-Grid as one complex number per spatial direction, see
Fig. 3.1. A linear interpolation like in Sim4Life is integrated in the devel-
oped analysis scripts to get the fields at the same positions for verification
purposes. The interpolation is dependent on the spatial direction d. With
grid length a follows:

Ex(x, y, z) =
1

4
∑
±

Ex (x, y ±
a

2
, z ±

a

2
) (3.6)

Hx(x, y, z) =
1

2
∑
±

Hx (x ±
a

2
, y, z) (3.7)

Ey(x, y, z) =
1

4
∑
±

Ey (x ±
a

2
, y, z ±

a

2
) (3.8)

Hy(x, y, z) =
1

2
∑
±

Hy (x, y ±
a

2
, z) (3.9)

Ez(x, y, z) =
1

4
∑
±

Ez (x ±
a

2
, y ±

a

2
, z) (3.10)

Hz(x, y, z) =
1

2
∑
±

Hz (x, y, z ±
a

2
) (3.11)

This interpolation has negligible effects on 10 g averaged local SAR.

3.3.2 Co-Simulation
The linearity of Maxwell’s equations, see Eqs. (3.1) to (3.4), can be exploited
by a technique called co-simulation [147]. Electrical elements like capaci-
tors are replaced with ports in the simulation step. These ports are termi-
nated by a load and simulations happen consecutively where one port each
acts as voltage source and the resulting fields of this configuration are calcu-
lated. The desired fields of the original system are subsequently obtained by
superposition of the calculated fields with weighting factors corresponding
to the equivalent circuits at all ports. Software packages implementing this
process are available open-source [148].
This approach is especially attractive for simulating highly resonant sys-

tems likeMR coils with a highQ-factor that would require a long simulation
time to converge or even fail to converge at all due to numerical instability.
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Replacement of the capacitors with loads results in lower Q that can lead
to a lower total computational load even though more simulations are re-
quired. Another use case is coil design,where the specific capacities are not
knownbeforehand. The time-consuming simulation needs to be carried out
just once in this case and the sub-simulation fields can nearly instantly be
linearly combined, depending on the desired electric circuits.
This work employs a simplified co-simulation approach where the volt-

age in each port is set directly for each coil configuration. This approach
eliminates uncertainties between feeding lines and current flowing in the
coil caused by the tuning and matching circuits as well as decoupling, see
Fig. 3.3, and enables the rapid generation of different coil configurations
with different channel counts and RF frequency.

T,M

PUC

1: tuning and matching

2: current in coil

T,M

PUC

Fig. 3.3: The uncertainty of the current flowing in the coil can be minimised by mea-
suring the current in the coil directly with pick up coils (PUCs) instead of
measuring the current at the feeding lines and considering all intermediate
steps.

The employed simplified approach assuming the knowledge of the actual
current in each channel of the coil is not limiting, as the current can be
measured with time-domain pickup coils [136] that, additionally, can act
as safety watch-dog. It is assumed that these pickup coils could be imple-
mented with RMS sensors in conjunction with the algorithm described in
Section 2.5.2 to generate a matrix linking the current applied before the
tuning and matching circuits with the current flowing in each coil element.
This would result in lower complexity and cost as no phase-information is
needed.
The simplified co-simulation results, in conclusion, in no loss of general-

ity, while error sources are eliminated.
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3.3 Data processing

Body coil
Superpositioning the raw single channel fields F(48, p) (1 ≤ p ≤ 48) of the
48 port simulation with port-to-channel-conversion-matrices u(Nc, c, p) for
all locations r, directions d and channel counts Nc ∈ {1,2,4,8,16} with 1 ≤
c ≤ Nc results in the body coil single channel fieldsF(Nc, c) of the desired
configuration by

F(Nc, c) =
48

∑
p=1

u(Nc, c, p)F(48, p). (3.12)

The port-to-channel-conversion matrices u(Nc, c, p) with size (Nc × 48)
were derived by a simplified idealised electromagnetic co-simulation as de-
scribed in the following.
The voltages Ua(c, p) incorporating the Z0 = 50Ω loads in the FDTD simu-

lation are calculated with the (48 × 48) Z-matrix Z(p, k), current I(c, p) and
voltage before the resistor Uw(c, p) by

Ua(c, p) = Uw(c, p) +Z0I(c, p) (3.13)

Uw(c, p) =
48

∑
k=1

Z(p, k)I(c, k). (3.14)

Equation (3.14) is solved for I(c, p)withphysically feasible values forUc(c, p),
see Fig. 3.4.
Inserting Uw(c, p) and I(c, p) into Eq. (3.13) results in Ua(c, p) that can be

normalised with 1V to obtain the wanted conversion matrices u(c, p) by

u(c, p) =
Ua(c, p)

1V
. (3.15)
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1 ch: CP mode

2 ch: orthogonal linear polarisations

4 ch:

8 ch:

16 ch:

Fig. 3.4: The channel configurations of the body coil displayed on the unwoundwiring
schematic with the wanted voltages of each channel displayed as phasors at
the appropriate port. The 8 channel configuration is a proper subset of the
16 channel configuration. This figure by Petzold et al. [91] is licenced under
CC BY 4.0.

3.3.3 Relevant SAR values
This section describes the derivation of the necessary Q-matrices for the
safety assessment following IEC 60601-2-33 [126], see Section 2.4.1. The cal-
culation is based on the point Q-matrices Qpt(r) at each location r in the
model.
The analysed human voxel models [87, 146] were segmented into torso,

head and extremities, see Fig. 3.5. A simple approach with manually set
border-planes was adapted as this is sufficient for the purpose of this work.
It is not expected that amore sophisticated anatomical orientated segmenta-
tion leads to different results. The arms ofmodel Jeduk were spread by 3° in
order to avoid body-loop related RF-induced heating [149–151], see Figs. A.1
and A.2. A body-loop caused hotspot for model Glenn at 0.5 T was masked.
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trunk

head SAR

body SAR

effective

volume
coil

coil

coil center

local SAR:

extremities

Fig. 3.5: The 11 in this work simulated human models [87, 146] placed so that their
heart is in the image plane that is the axial slice trough the centre of the
coil. The coloured regions specify which SAR limit applies. The effective coil
volume absorbs 95% of all energy when a homogeneous phantom is used.
This figure by Petzold et al. [91] is licenced under CC BY 4.0.

Whole body and head SAR
The whole body Q-matrix Qwb and the head Q-matrix Qhd were calculated as
element-wisemean value of the point Q-matrices in the respective volumes:

(Qwb/hd)m,n = mean
r∈wb/hd

[(Qpt(r))m,n] . (3.16)

Partial body SAR
The effective volume required for partial body SAR averaging is defined in
IEC 60601-2-33 [45] as

‘[...] that volume inwhichnomore than 95%of the total absorbed
RFpower is deposited inside a homogeneousmaterialwhichfills
the volume normally accessible by the PATIENT.’ [45]
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The simplest conservative approach was chosen in this work to deter-
mine the effective volume fulfilling this definition where there is room for
interpretation. A homogeneous cylinderphantom (length: 2000mm,radius:
330mm, σ = 0.35Sm−1, εr = 43.8) was simulated in the body coil as natural
shape of the closed bore scanner, see Fig. 3.6A. An efficient RF-shim vec-
tor optimisation requires a single partial body Q-matrix per configuration
which, in turn, demands an effective volume independent of shim vector.
It was therefore decided to use the CP mode as representative for all other
shim vectors to calculate the effective volume extension to reduce com-
plexity. The effective volume geometry was, in this work, set as a cylinder
ranging in z-direction from −zeff to zeff, following the coil symmetry and the
rising conservativeness of the partial body SAR limit for smaller effective
volumes, see appendix A.1. The normalised absorbed RF power in each z-
slice of the phantom as function of z-position is shown in Fig. 3.6B so that
the integral over the curve is equal for all curves.

(B)(A)

Fig. 3.6: Setup to determine the effective volume where 95% of the energy of the used
RF birdcage body coil is deposited. (A) Simulation setup with homogeneous
cylinder phantom (blue). (B) Absorbed RF power per z-slice as a function
of z-position normalised so that the integral over all curves is identical. The
respective effective volumes are filled under the curves. This figure by Petzold
et al. [91] is licenced under CC BY 4.0.

The lengths of the effective volume in z-direction Leff = 2zeff do not show
a highB0 dependency and lie with approximately 560mm around 25% over
the coil lengths of 452mm, see Tab. 3.1.
The point SAR Q-matrices Qpt in the effective volume were element-wise

averaged analogously to Eq. (3.16) to obtain the partial body Q-matrix Qpb.
It is worth noting that the whole body SAR limit is expected to be more

conservative for normal mode when the patient’s mass fraction in the ef-
fective volume is above 23%, see appendix A.1. It is hence expected for
the analysed cases of body imaging that the partial body SAR limit is not
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Tab. 3.1: The lengths of the effective volume in z-direction Leff of the birdcage body
coil as function of B0-field strength.

B0/T Leff/mm

0.5 558
1.5 550
3 570

restricting. This would not be the case for first level controlled mode where
the cut-off mass fraction is at 59%.

Local SAR
This work adapted a volumetric absorption rate SAR averaging approach
instead of the standardised method [124] because of a hugely reduced com-
plexity and similar results [129], see Section 2.4.2.
The local SAR Q-matrices Q10g(r) ≈ Q10 cm3(r) are the result of element-

wise convolution of the Qpt(r) with a 10 cm3 spherical kernel that was dis-
cretised on the 2mm simulation grid assuming a uniformmass density of
1000 kgm−3 like water. The SAR limits l(r) according to the matrix location
r were applied after convolution.

Inconsistency between IEC SAR-limits for 1-channel coils and pTxcoils
The IEC standard’s local SAR limits are not required for single channel body
coils [45] and are commonly violated when scaling an RF-shim vector to hit
the whole body SAR limit [46–48, 91].
For the tested human voxel models of this work, the local SAR limit is

violated by up to factor 4 when the CP mode RF-shim is scaled to hit the
normal mode whole body SAR limit while partial body SAR and head SAR
are below their respective limits, see Fig. 3.7.
For the rest of this work, the local SAR limits were enforced for all coil

configurations and especially the single channel CP mode. This has the
advantage of a more physics-based safety assessment which avoids perfor-
mance differences caused by different limits. The achievablemean(B+1 ) of
the CP mode is on the other hand reduced.
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Fig. 3.7: Inconsistency between whole body and local SAR limits. The CP mode was
scaled to hit the whole body SAR limit. Normalised SAR values for the 11 hu-
man voxel models of this work. (A-C) Distribution of normalised local SAR.
The local SAR limits l are position dependent, see Tab. 2.2. Please note the
logit x-scale. (D-F) Distribution of the maximum normalised local SAR, nor-
malised partial body SAR and normalised head SAR. This figure by Petzold
et al. [91] is licenced under CC BY 4.0.

3.3.4 VOP calculation
VOP compression of all normalised Q-matrices of each configuration was
performed in this work with Lee’s algorithm [152] in the implementation
of Orzada et al. [133]. The published Matlab script was interfaced with a
Python script, because it was was around ten times more time efficient
than a reimplementation in Python even though this resulted in a higher
complexity and more points of failure.
The VOPs of the native configurations were calculated with 2% final over-

estimation (initial overestimation: 16%, divider steps: 0.5, iterations: 4) of
the SAR of the eigenvectorwith highest eigenvalue of all original Q-matrices
[133] for the native case without implant if not stated otherwise.
The eigenvectorwith the highest eigenvalue of the implant configurations

is much larger than for the native case, see for example Fig. 3.8 where a
factor of 5 can be found.
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Fig. 3.8: The highest eigenvalues of each Q-matrix sorted from high to low for implant
case and native case relative to the highest eigenvalue of the native case. Hu-
man voxel model Duke at 3 T and 8 channels in cardiac imaging position. (A)
All Q-matrices. (B) All derived VOPs.

A final overestimation of 0.25% was therefore used for the implant case
VOP compression to compensate for the higher worst case SAR and to avoid
a high level of VOP compression noise. Such a low overestimation for all na-
tive simulations resulted in a high VOP calculation time due to the exponen-
tial growing computation load [133, 153], while there was no benefit, as the
introduced error for 2% overestimation of the native case is small against
numerical simulation differences caused by varying phantom-meshing and
small phantom-position shifts below 2mm, see Section 4.4. The 2% overes-
timation VOP for the native case was therefore not changed.

3.4 Implant simplifications
The total simulation calculation time tc rises rapidly with decreasing grid
length g, see Eq. (3.5). Full Tier 4 simulations of a human voxel model with
a detailed implant in high resolution are hence not feasible due to the high
computational load required by an appropriate large grid with fine reso-
lution. The computational load can be significantly reduced by replacing
the implant with an appropriate effective model. Such an effective model
can be constructed for a straight wire implant on the centre of the E-field
nodes [35], see Fig. 3.9.
An ideal skin-effect with a field-free wire is assumed. This limits the

current-flow to the conductor’s surface. There is no current in the axial
layer due to insulation. The displacement current is neglected, as the wire’s
diameter is much lower than the wavelength, see Tab. 2.1.
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conductor
insulator

Φ

g

FDTD model wire model
Φ

a

b

H-field
location

Fig. 3.9: Insulated implant as thin wire in a FDTD grid and in the wire model. This
figure by Petzold et al. [35] is licenced under CC BY 4.0 and was adapted by
separating FDTDmodel and wire model.

The effective diameter of a one-dimensional wire on the FDTD grid is cal-
culated first with the magnetic flux per unit length Φ/l =

r
Bdr of current I.

For the FDTDmodel follows

Φ

lµ0

=

w g

0
Hdr =

w g

0

I

4g
dr =

I

4
. (3.17)

In the wire model follows

Φ

lµ0

=

w b

a
Hdr =

w b

a

I

2πr
dr =

I

2π
ln(

b

a
) . (3.18)

Combining Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18) results in the effective conductor diameter
of the FDTD thin wire in the wire model of

a = b exp(−
π

2
) . (3.19)

A thin wire on the FDTD grid with grid length b = g = 2mm corresponds
therefore to a conductor radius of a ≈ 0.42mm.
The radius b of the insulation in the wire model given by the implant

under test usually does not match the grid length g in the FDTDmodel that
is determined by the radius of the inner conductor. It is, however, possible
to adjust the relative permittivity of the simulated insulation εr,sim so that
the capacity per unit length C/l is equal for both models. For the FDTD
model with assumed parallel plate capacitor with plate size gl and distance
between the 4 plates in each direction follows

C

l
= 4ε0εr,sim

g

g
. (3.20)
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For thewiremodel that is assumed to be a cylindrical capacitorwith relative
permittivity εr,cyl of the insulation follows

C

l
= 2πε0εr,cyl

1

ln ( ba)
. (3.21)

Combining Eqs. (3.20) and (3.21) results in

εr,sim =
π

2

εr,cyl

ln ( ba)
. (3.22)

An implant lead with insulation radius b = 1mm, conductor radius a =
0.42mm and insulation permittivity εr,cyl = 3 could therefore be approxi-
mated in the FDTDmodel with a simulated insulation permittivity of εr,sim ≈
5.4 and grid length g = 2mm.

Simulation-based verification of straight implant simplification
The above mentioned implant lead simplification was compared to a high
resolution simulation for verification purposes. The respective simulation
setups consist of an insulated cable (inner conductor: PEC, 300mm length,
10mmuninsulated tip) thatwas put into a polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP)/water
phantom (size: 400mm × 60mm × 60mm, σ = 0.6Sm−1, εr = 50), see Fig. 3.10.
A PEC wire parallel to the implant in 54mm distance with source in the
centre is responsible for excitation. A 400mm×60mm PEC shield was added
in 6mm distance to the source on the opposite side of the phantom.

Fig. 3.10: Simulation setup with the simplified implant model. The implant lead with
uninsulated tip (orange) is in a phantom (blue). A PEC wire with its source
in the centre (black) is used with a shield (gray) for excitation.

Two types of electromagnetic FDTD simulations were carried out:

1. full implant lead simulation: A lead with b = 1mm insulation radius,
εr = 3 and a = 0.42mm inner conductor radius was used.
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a) high resolution: The model was meshed using an adaptive grid
with smallest grid length of 0.1mmresulting in 86×91×351 ≈ 2.7×
106 voxels and a total simulation calculation time of tc ≈ 18min.

b) higher resolution: Themodelwasmeshedusing an adaptive grid
with smallest grid length of 0.01mm resulting in 290×295×659 ≈
56.4×106 voxels and a total simulation calculation time of tc ≈ 13h.

2. simplified implant leadmodel: A lead with b = 2mm insulation thick-
ness, εr = 5.4 (simulation 2a) respective εr = 6 (simulation 2b) and
one-dimensional inner conductor was used. The model was meshed
with a 2mm isotrop grid resulting in 50×65×220 = 0.7×106 voxels and
a total simulation calculation time of tc ≈ 1min each.

The electromagnetic total input power to the system was normalised to 1W
for all cases.
The SAR of the higher resolution simulation (1b) in the implant plane is

presented in Fig. 3.11 as positional reference withmarked SAR profiles that
are shown in Fig. 3.12 for all 4 simulations. The reference SAR map shows
the expected features with high SAR in vicinity of the uninsulated tip and
lower SAR elsewhere.
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Fig. 3.11: SARmap of the higher resolution SAR simulation through the implant plane.
The positions of the lineplots in Figs. 3.12 and 3.13 are marked in white.
Please not the logarithmic scale.

The SAR profiles of the higher resolution simulation and the simplified
model with the analytically derived εr = 5.4 using Eq. (3.22) agree well, see
Fig. 3.12.
Major differences occur only in close vicinity to the implant, where the

simplified model’s grid length of 2mm is not small enough to resolve the
differences, see Fig. 3.13.
Small differences between the high resolution and the higher resolution

simulation exist, see, for example, the SAR at position 0 in Fig. 3.12. These
are caused by the ‘coarse’ smallest high resolution grid length of 0.1mm
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Fig. 3.12: Comparison of 2 full implant lead simulations (high resolution: 0.1mmmin-
imum grid length, higher resolution: 0.01mm) and 2 simplified implant lead
simulations with 2mm grid length and adjusted εr. SAR as function of posi-
tion of the profiles marked in Fig. 3.11.
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Fig. 3.13: Difference of SAR between higher resolution simulation and the simplified
implant lead model simulations with εr = 5.4 and εr = 6 respectively at the
profiles marked in Fig. 3.11.

that is not able to resolve the wire structure sufficiently. The high resolution
SAR curves are approximated with the simplified implant lead simulation
using εr = 6. The conductor radius of the high resolution simulation might
therefore be approximated better with 0.46mm according to Eq. (3.22) in-
stead of the 0.42mm that was set in modelling with difference of the radii
of 0.04mm under the high resolution grid length of 0.1mm.
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3 Simulations and data analysis

The biggest advantage of the simplified model are the reduced resource
requirements with only 1.2% of the voxels and 0.1% of the necessary sim-
ulation calculation time tc of the higher resolution model. The faster high
resolution model was not able to resolve the wire properly, resulting in a
minor SAR deviation.
Using such a simplified implant model is, in conclusion, possible for the

special case of the implant being a straight line on the FDTD grid and results
in the same SAR values as for a detailed simulation with reduced computa-
tional resources for distances above the grid length.

3.5 Thermal simulations
The IEC local SAR limits are not applicable for implants due to the implants’
small volume of energy deposition that can result in high temperatures,
even though the 10 g averaged limits are kept [35, 75].
It is therefore necessary to carry out thermal simulations in order to

ensure implant safety, as temperature is directly correlated to tissue dam-
age [47, 48, 127, 154] in contrast to SAR.
Thermal simulations were carried out in Sim4Life 5.0-7.0 using Pennes’

bioheat equation [155, 156]

cϱ
∂T

∂t
= k∇2T − hb + hm + hRF (3.23)

hb = ϱωϱbcb(T − Tb) (3.24)

where c is the specific heat capacity, ϱ is the mass density, k is the thermal
conductivity andh is the rate of volumetric heat production respective trans-
fer (unit: Wm−3) for blood (b), metabolism (m) and RF field (RF) where hRF
is equal to the volumetric absorption rate (VAR) [129]. The heat transfer
rate to the blood hb is dependent on the perfusion rate of the blood through
the tissue ω (unit: m3 s−1 kg−1) as well as the blood’s temperature Tb, mass
density ϱb and specific heat capacity cb.
The material properties of human tissue voxels (specific heat capacity c,

mass density ϱ, thermal conductivity k, and metabolism heat production
hm) were extracted from the IT’IS Foundation’s tissue properties database
version 4.0 [62]. A thermal conductivity of 0.1Wm−1 K−1 was applied to the
PVP/water1 phantom according to [157].

1For reference: the thermal conductivity of water at 20 °C is 0.6Wm−1 K−1 [62].
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3.5 Thermal simulations

Electric loss density maps

hRF(u) =
σ

2
∣E(u)2∣ (3.25)

were calculated for the shim vectors under test u and used as heat source.
The desired result of the thermal simulation was the steady state tempera-
ture that was assumed to be reached after 1 h of simulated time. The maxi-
mum observed temperature change was below 3mKmin−1 for the implant
case [35] at this time.
Thermal simulations were carried out for three purposes:

1. Calibration of the implant sensor so that the sensor signal can be
correlated against implant-caused temperature rise at the hazard spot
of the implant tip. This requires many simulations to estimate the un-
certainty. Simulations of a whole human voxel model are, however,
time consuming and require a simulation run time around 1 d on an
Intel Xeon Silver 4108 CPU. This run time was decreased by limiting
the thermal simulation to the critical implant tip region. This region
is, in this work, defined as the box around the implant tip, in which
normalised SAR values above 1 can be found for RF-shim vectors, that
are safe for the native case, with an additional safety margin of 30mm
in all directions. It was shown that the steady state temperature differ-
ences between partial simulation and full simulation in the ROI are
below 20mK, see Fig. 3.14.

2. Verification of RF-shim vector safety. A full body simulation was fea-
sible due to the small number of RF-shim vectors.

3. Investigation of implant hot spots. An implant was simulated in a
phantom to correlate the simulated temperature evolution against
measurements. The methodology is described at the respective sec-
tion for a better reading continuity.
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Fig. 3.14: Steady-state temperature maps for a full (A-F) and a partial (G-I) thermal
simulation of human body model Duke with ROI (rectangle in white respec-
tive black) centred on an implant tip. The difference in the ROI (J-L) is minor.
This figure by Petzold et al. [35] is licenced under CC BY 4.0.
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4 Native RF SAR safety in pTxMR
This chapter investigates pTx safety with the IEC limits [45] for the native
case, where no implant is present. The aim is to examine (i) if a higher
mean(B+1 ) can be achieved with pTx compared to a single channel CPmode
and (ii) whether the introduced complexity, by measuring the channels’
phases for SCM, results in higher available mean(B+1 ) or whether PASCM
and PCM that disregard phase information are sufficient if an appropriate
safety factor is considered for all three limits.
Native safety is assured by combining the limits of multiple simulations

with a safety factor [80]. Previous studies at B0 > 7T with dedicated coils
and SCM investigated patient movement [79, 158, 159], and patient model
changes for head imaging [77, 160, 161], prostate imaging [58, 59] or scans
of neonates [162].
This work expands this approach to the clinical field strength regime of

0.5 – 3 T. In doing so, more generally valid results can be obtained, since
one ubiquitous transmit coil design exists at these lower field strengths:
the cylindrical body coil [143–145]. A significant expansion of that previous
work lies also in the comparison of different channel counts, as this aspect
has previouslymostly been investigated with respect to performance in coil
design studies [163, 164], while its impact on the simulation uncertainties
has not yet been addressed. Conceptually new is the comparison of the
three safety limits SCM, PASCM and PCM.
Parts of this chapter were published in a journal paper [91] and two conference

abstracts [76, 78].

4.1 Achievable mean B+1 with the three safetylimits for a single configuration
The final achievablemean(B+1 ) for all safety limits is influenced by two cri-
teria:

The initial conservativeness of the respective limit is caused by the ne-
glect of information. The phase-agnostic limits PASCM and PCMmust
ensure that a given RF-shim vector is safe, even if the phase of each
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4 Native RF SAR safety in pTx MR

channel is not known. The worst case phase configurationmust there-
fore be assumed and all other phase configurations are equally af-
fected. PCM likewise must assume that all channels have the same
amplitude even though this is only the case for phase-shimming. It is
therefore expected that all safety limits are ranked in terms of achiev-
ablemean(B+1 ) by SCM > PASCM > PCM if no safety factor is applied.

The applied safety factor is necessary to accommodate for unknownpa-
tient models, uncertain positions or unclear patient configurations
(e.g. posture, breathing state).

This section investigates the initial conservativeness of all safety limits
with the representative example of model Duke at 3 T and 8 channels in
order to assess themean(B+1 ) performance if full system information would
be available. The trade-off between mean(B+1 ) and CV(B+1 ) was therefore
optimised, see Fig. 4.1.
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Fig. 4.1: Trade-off between optimisedmean(B+1 ) andCV(B+1 ) of all three safety limits
SCM, PASCM and PCM for model Duke at 3 T and 8 channels in cardiac imag-
ing position.

The pTx B+1 -inhomogeneity as measured by CV(B+1 ) is up to 50% lower
compared to the CP-mode. SCM results in 30% highermean(B+1 ) compared
to the CP mode, while PASCM and PCM result in 10% and 20% decreased
mean(B+1 ), respectively, confirming the expectation.
SCM’s achievablemean(B+1 ) is higher than the CP mode, because the CP

mode RF-shim vector is a part of all allowed SCM vectors while its single
channel amplitudes are too high forbothPASCMandPCMdue to the neglect
of phase information in the worst-case SAR estimation in both limits.
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4.2 Anchor-Target analysis

4.2 Anchor-Target analysis
This section describes a method to obtain a safety factor to compensate for
model- and position-uncertainties in RF-safety assessment for MR exams
with a limited amount of simulations.
An approach similar to the common separation of data into training-data

(here called ‘anchor’) and test-data (here called ‘target’) inmachine learning
was adopted to extract the most information from the available configura-
tions.
Multiple RF-shim vectors are thereby scaled to fully exploit the local SAR

and head SAR of the anchor simulations1 and a safety factor is subsequently
derived from the highest local SAR violation caused by the scaled RF-shim
vectors in the target simulation.

4.2.1 Underlying safety philosophy
The aim of the anchor-target analysis is the derivation of a reliable safety
limit fromfinite simulation data, like a restricted number of humanmodels,
positions or postures in a given RF coil.
The limited number of simulations can be caused simply by the unavail-

ability of digital human models or the computational burden to simulate
more positions. It must also be taken care to avoid results with arbitrary
precision that are not relevant in reality. If breathing changes the local SAR
of a patient by more than 10% [71], then there is little need to invest com-
putational resources to derive a safety limit that is predicting the local SAR
with error below 0.1%.
It is not meaningful to define a global safety limit that considers all pos-

sible patient configurations in a given RF body coil at the same time. A
larger-bodied patient having a cardiac exam and a neonate having a brain
exam will require different limits in order to achieve safety and maximum
possible RF performance in both cases.
‘Easily accessible’ measurements for each MR exam should therefore be

used in order to tailor the derived limit closer to the explicit patient configu-
ration by basing the limit on ‘close’ configurations only. Such easily obtain-
able values contain for example patient weight, patient height, the position
of the patient in the MR scanner and the measured whole-body SAR for the
current RF-shim vector. ‘Close’ means in this case, that the current patient

1Thewhole-body SARandpartial-body SAR limits of the target aremonitored, too,because
these values are in principle measurable. The associated whole-body and partial-body
limits were, however, not restricting except for vastly different models, see Section A.4.
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4 Native RF SAR safety in pTx MR

configuration should reasonably match the configurations that were used
to derive the safety limit. Coming back to the previous example, this would
result in a group of neonates undergoing brain MRI and a group of humans
with weight of 120 – 160 kg in the cardiac imaging position.
It should be reasonable to expect that the generated safety limit covers

additional, completely unknown patients within the given patient group.
This has to be ensured with an appropriate safety factor that covers the
model variability. The choice of the safety factor is essential to ensure safety
and highRF performance. A too high safety factor is conservative, but limits
performancemore than necessarywhile a too low safety factor can result in
damage for the patient. This work is therefore aiming at the lowest possible
safety factor that still ensures safety for all investigated models, if the most
susceptible model would be unknown.

4.2.2 Procedure
The anchor-target analysis consists of the following steps, see an illustration
with anchor models Yoon-sun and Glenn and target model Louis in Fig. 4.2.

1. One target configuration and at least one anchor configuration are
selected froma group of compatible configurations that have the same
B0-field strength and channel countNc.

2. A random shim vector ur is scaled with a scalar a to hit the local SAR
and head SAR limit of the most restrictive anchor simulation.

a) For SCM, this corresponds to the highest normalised SAR over all
Q-matrices of the anchor simulations being one, see Eq. (2.20):

max
m

u†SCMQ̂
(m)

uSCM,r = 1, uSCM,r = aSCM,rur. (4.1)

b) For PASCM, this corresponds to the highest normalised SAR over
all Q-matrices of the anchor simulations where the phase is ne-
glected to being one, see Eq. (2.21):

max
m
∣uPASCM∣

†
∣Q̂
(m)
∣ ∣uPASCM,r∣ = 1, uPASCM,r = aPASCM,rur

(4.2)

where ∣⋅∣ denotes the element-wise absolute value for the shim
vector ∣u∣k = ∣uk∣ and the Q-matrix ∣Q̂∣k,n = ∣Q̂k,n∣.
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Fig. 4.2:Workflow of the anchor-target analysis, demonstrated with models Yoon-sun
and Glenn as anchors and Louis as target at 8 channels and 3T for SCM. (A) A
random RF-shim vector is scaled by a scalar to hit the strictest of the anchor’s
local SAR and head SAR limits and target’s whole-body and partial-body SAR
limits. Maximum intensity projections of local SAR are shown for Yoon-sun
and Glenn. (B) Applying this scaled vector ut,r to the target simulation can
result in psŜAR > 1. (C) Repeating this process 106 times results in a psŜAR
distribution over all tested shim vectors. The maximum psŜAR of all shim
vectors can then be used as safety factor. This figure by Petzold et al. [91] is
licenced under CC BY 4.0.

c) For PCM, this corresponds to setting the highest single channel
amplitude of ur to the lowest single channel amplitude limit α(a)
of all anchor simulations a, see Eq. (2.23):

max
c
∣u(c)PCM,r∣ =min

a
α(a), uPCM,r = aPCM,rur. (4.3)

These scaled RF-shim vectors us,r = uSCM/PASCM/PCM are by construc-
tion safe for the local SAR and head SAR for all anchor simulations.
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4 Native RF SAR safety in pTx MR

3. The normalised whole-body of the target simulation is evaluated for
each us,r

wbSAR = u†s,rQ̂wbus,r. (4.4)

The shim vector is subsequently scaled by 1/
√
wbSAR if the whole-

body SAR is violated, i.e. if wbSAR > 1

ut,r =

⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩

1√
wbSAR

us,r for wbSAR > 1
us,r for wbSAR ≤ 1

. (4.5)

The same process happened analogously for partial body SAR. Please
note that always local SAR was the limiting factor and never whole-
body SAR, unless anchor and target models were vastly different in
body mass, see appendix A.4.
The resulting shim vectors ut,r are therefore safe for the anchors and
fulfil the whole-body and partial-body SAR limits of the target. They
can,however,have local SAR overshoots in the target simulation. Over-
shoot o in context of this thesis is thereby the difference between a
measure and its limit, for example o = psŜAR − 1.

4. The maximum psŜAR of the target simulation’s l Q-matrices

psŜAR(ut,r) =max
l
u†t,rQ̂

(l)
ut,r (4.6)

is subsequently used as safety measure.

5. Repeating steps 2 - 4 for 106 random RF-shim vectors (half with ran-
dom phases and identical amplitude, half with both random phases
and random amplitudes) results in a distribution of possible psŜAR
values and their likelihood.

6. The maximum psŜAR of all random shim vectors ur is used as raw
safety factor s′ with

s′ =max
r

psŜAR(ut,r) (4.7)

for all safety limits. A raw safety factor s′ ≤ 1 is achieved for configura-
tions where the target simulation was always safe if the local and head
SAR limits for the anchor simulations and the whole-body and partial-
body SAR limits of the target simulation were fulfilled. It is desired to
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4.2 Anchor-Target analysis

apply the safety factor to the respective limit to derive an overarching
safety limit considering the observed uncertainties. A s′ < 1 would, in
this case, result in SAR-overshoots for at least one anchor simulation
and is therefore not allowed. The adjusted safety factor s that is used
in the following must hence be at least unity:

s =max{s′,1}. (4.8)

Amaximum theoretical psŜARmax can be calculated for PCMby Eq. (2.24)
for the single channel amplitude limit α(a) of the anchor(s) a and α(t) of
the target t with

psŜARPCM,max = (
minaα(a)

α(t)
)

2

, (4.9)

that fulfils psŜARPCM,max ≥ s′ =maxur psŜAR(ur) for all u, see appendix A.2.

Suchamathematicalupper limit is, to the author’s knowledge,not existent
for SCM and PASCM. It is furthermore not guaranteed that an optimisation
with cost function

C(u) = −
psŜAR(u, target)

psŜAR(u,anchor(s))
= −

maxm u†Q̂
(m)

targetu

maxl u†Q̂
(l)

anchoru
(4.10)

finds the global worst case psŜAR because the optimisation problem is not
convex. As such optimisation results in a high computational burden with-
out giving the mathematical certainty of the guaranteed maximum, the
random shim vector approach was chosen. This results in a much faster
calculation for multiple combinations of anchor(s) and target trough pre-
calculation of the psŜAR values corresponding to the identical randomshim
vectors for each configuration.

The resulting psŜAR distribution could also be used to assess the likeli-
hood of a given SAR overshoot height. It is possible to assess the patient-
safety with the psŜAR of a given percentile instead of the maximum psŜAR
in order to trade bettermean(B+1 ) performance against a minor safety risk.
Such trade-off is, however, departing from the ‘worst-case shall be safe’ doc-
trine of this thesis and is therefore beyond the scope of this work.
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4.3 Investigated uncertainties and resultingsimulation groups
Four groups of simulations were defined to investigate different causes of
uncertainties. The first three groups contain simulations of model Duke at
various spatial positions relative to the cardiac imaging position at x = y =
z = 0 that is shown in Fig. 3.5, see Fig. 4.3.
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Fig. 4.3: Spatial positions of model Duke in anchor-target analysis runs. (A) 1D infer-
ence. (B) 3D inference. This figure by Petzold et al. [91] is licenced under
CC BY 4.0.

1. small z-shift: The steps with the highest computational burden in the
whole workflow are the primary simulation and the compression of
the Q-matrices into VOPs. VOP compression [80] is necessary for SCM
and PASCM and shows an exponential increase of computational load
for decreasing SAR overestimations [133, 153]. Arbitrary precision in
VOP calculation should therefore be avoided to save resources. This
group compares simulations with ‘negligible’ z-shifts of 1mm and
2mm at z-positions −6mm, −5mm and −4mm (3 positions) to esti-
mate a sufficient SAR overestimation for VOP compression. Negligible
means in this context that it is expected to be impractical to position
a patient within the scanner with a higher accuracy.

2. 1D inference: Scan positions of patients in a closed bore MR scanner
vary mainly by their z-position as a consequence of the scanner’s ge-
ometry. z-positions from z = −350mm to z = 150mm in steps of 50mm
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4.4 Investigation of numerical uncertainty (small z-shift)

(11 positions) are analysed to investigate the suitability of unilateral
and bilateral inference, see Fig. 4.3A.

3. 3D inference: The patient position in the MR scanner can be mea-
sured. It is investigated how the safety factor and mean(B+1 ) perfor-
mance is influenced by a 3D inference between the 8 corners of a rect-
angular cuboid located between −20mm and 0mm for x and y, and
−50mm and 0mm for z as anchor and the centre point of the cuboid
as target, see Fig. 4.3B. Only 3 T was investigated for this case.

A fourth group contains the 11 human voxel models, see Fig. 3.5.

4. model dependency: 11 human voxel models based on 10 different
humans were analysed in cardiac imaging position, where the centre
of the heart is located in the central z-plane of the coil. Only the 7
models between 50 kg and80 kg are used for the anchor-target analysis
to avoid artefacts caused by hugemodel size differences. See appendix
A.4 for an analysis with all 11 models.

4.4 Investigation of numerical uncertainty(small z-shift)
This section investigates the uncertainty arising from minor changes in
the FDTD simulation in order to establish a VOP overestimation that is not
resulting in information loss while saving computational resources.
Model Duke was therefore simulated at 3 z-positions (−6mm, −5mm and

−4mm)withminor steps of 1mmand constant x- and y-position. Themodel
in the middle position at −5mm was meshed differently compared to the
outer positions, becausemeshing happened with an isotrop grid with 2mm
resolution that was aligned to the coil.
The anchor-target analysis was carried out for all 6 possibilities of 1 an-

chor and 1 target simulation (4 runs with 1mm z-shift, 2 runs with 2mm
z-shift). The maximum VOP psŜAR estimation for each channel configura-
tion, field strength, z-shift and safety limit is shown in Fig. 4.4.
It was not possible to verify the psŜAR that was calculated with the VOPs

psŜARVOP =
maxj u†Q̂

(j)

VOP,targetu

maxk u†Q̂
(k)

VOP,anchoru
(4.11)
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a

b c

ed f

Fig. 4.4:Maximum psŜAR in model Duke for an anchor-target analysis with z-shifts
of 1mm and 2mm. Features (a-f) are explained in the text. This figure by
Petzold et al. [91] is licenced under CC BY 4.0.

with the psŜAR obtained from all normalised Q-matrices

psŜARall =
maxl u†Q̂

(l)

all,targetu

maxm u†Q̂
(m)

all,anchoru
(4.12)

for the RF-shim vectors u that result in the highest psŜARVOP due to small
errors introduced by the VOP compression, especially for small SAR values
[165]. The VOP overestimation was set to the values of Tab. 4.1 to minimise
the psŜAR error while still maintaining a workable VOP calculation time.
Lowering the 16 channel overestimation was not feasible due to the expo-
nential increase in computational load [133, 153].

Tab. 4.1: VOP overestimations for the small z-shift analysis.

channel count VOP overestimation / %

1 0
2 0.5
4 0.5
8 1
16 2

The VOP compression artefacts are investigated with a lower limit max-
imum psŜAR. The proof of existence of a realisation was carried out with
two strategies:
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4.4 Investigation of numerical uncertainty (small z-shift)

1. Lower limit with B∗ core matrices: The core matrices B̂
∗(m)

target are a
subset of all normalised Q-matrices that is found with the original
VOP compression algorithm [80] and acts as basis to derive the VOPs.
The estimation of psŜARSCM,max happens with

psŜARSCM,max ≥
maxm u†B̂

∗(m)

targetu

maxl u†Q̂
(l)

VOP,anchoru
(4.13)

where the corematrices are selectedwith 2%overestimation [80]. The
numerator of the fraction is always less or equal to the actual target
psŜAR because the core matrices are a subset of all normalised Q-
matrices. The denominator is greater or equal to the actual anchor
psŜARbecause of theVOP construction. Ahighnumberof 106 random
shim vectors u was tested for this construction as the count of both
core matrices and VOPs was below 1000.

2. Lower limit with all Q-matrices: The maximum psŜAR is estimated
directly with all normalised Q-matrices Q̂all with

psŜARSCM,max ≥
maxn u†Q̂

(n)

all,targetu

maxp u†Q̂
(p)

all,anchoru
. (4.14)

Only the 1000 shim vectors with the highest psŜAR overestimation of
theVOP estimation are used, as the numberofQ-matrices > 107 results
in a high computational load.

The theoretical upper limit psŜARPCM,max is additionally shown for PCM,
see Eq. (4.9).
For SCM, there is a tendency for higher channel counts to result in higher

overshoots that can be explained with the increased number of degrees of
freedom (Fig. 4.4a). The opposite happens for PASCM and PCM where the
overshoot tends to decrease with channel count (Fig. 4.4b).
The theoretical psŜAR overshoot for PCMwas in all cases below 1%. This

overshoot was approximately realised with the scaled random RF-shim vec-
tors for 1 to 4 channels independent of z-shift and B0-field strength. The
difference between realisation and theoreticalmaximumspreads for8 chan-
nels to −3% and for 16 channels to around −15% (Fig. 4.4c).
For 0.5 T, there is a overestimation gap between 1mm and 2mm z-shift

for both estimation and lower limit (Fig. 4.4d). Especially the lower limit
of 2mm z-shift stays near 1% overshoot until 8 channels, while the 1mm z-
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shift lower limit overshoot is at 6% for 4 and 8 channels. This indicates that
the overshoot is mainly caused by different meshing and the small z-shift
itself is negligible.
For 1.5 T and 3T the difference between 1mm and 2mm z-shift vanishes.

The z-shift-caused overshoot is therefore in the same order of magnitude
as the meshing-caused overshoot (Fig. 4.4e).
As the 8 channel configuration is a subset of the 16 channel configuration,

the 16 channel lower limit using all normalised Q-matrices cannot be lower
than the 8 channel lower estimation (Fig. 4.4f). The dip of the 1mm z-shift
lower estimation can therefore be explained with the limited shim vector
selection.
An example shim for a 2mmshiftwith 4 channel at 3 T is shown in Fig. 4.5.

The SAR limit is violated in a small region near the right shoulder with di-
ameter below 30mm. There is, however, an increase in SAR in the whole
torso of up to 2.5%.
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Fig. 4.5: Comparison of SAR of an anchor simulation and a by 2mm in z-direction
shifted target simulation for the same shim vector scaled to hit the limit of the
anchor simulation. Left:Maximum intensity projection of SAR for anchor and
target. Right:Maximum intensity projection of the SAR-difference between
target and anchor simulation. Human voxelmodel Duke at 3 T and 4 channels.
This figure by Petzold et al. [91] is licenced under CC BY 4.0.

The uncertainties of pTx are, in conclusion, higher than for a 1-channel
CPmode systemwhich is causedbymore degrees of freedom.Uncertainties
arise from shifted meshing and position shift itself and rise with channel
count. PCM is themost conservative limit and shows onlyminor overshoots
<1% while confirmed PASCM and SCM overshoots can reach over 6%. The
uncertainty of the PCM mode can be reduced further by skipping the op-
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tionalVOP compression. The realisation gap forPCM,especially for 16 chan-
nels, shows that the tested 106 random RF-shim vectors are not enough to
sufficiently scan the manifold of all possible RF-shim vectors. It was possi-
ble to find RF-shim vectors that reach >99.9% by optimisation showing that
the theoretical limit is indeed not arbitrarily large. It is expected that the
tested RF-shim vectors are not sufficient for SCM and PASCM and the reali-
sation gap becomes even larger, since one SCM vector tests only itself while
a PCM vector tests a complete manifold of different phases and amplitudes.
A realised overshoot of 6% for z-shifts of 1mmand 2mm is obviously still

veryminorandmuch largerovershootswill be present forbigger z-shifts,dif-
ferent humanmodels, and especially when an implant gets involved. These
overshoots, however, justify the use of a 2% VOP compression overestima-
tion of the worst case SAR for the following native simulations in order to
use the available computational resources efficiently.

4.5 Uncertainties caused by unknown patientposition
The position and orientation of a patient in a given posture in an MR scan-
ner is described by six parameters: the three spatial coordinates and the
three Euler angles. The parametrisation of a patient’s posture requires the
joint angles of each synovial joint and results in hundreds of degrees of
freedom depending on the detail level. The human body model itself can
be described with a nearly arbitrarily large amount of parameters starting
from the 3D-shapes of each tissue to the tissues’material parameters. Uncer-
tainties caused by a position-shift compared to a pre-calculated simulation
are hence expected to be easier manageable by combining multiple anchor
simulations than the uncertainties caused by a completely different model.
This section examines the uncertainties that arise from not knowing the

exact patient position as first step before unknown patient models are in-
vestigated in a later section.
For this purpose, model Duke is investigated in a fixed posture aligned

with the meshing grid to reduce the computational load. This reduces the
degrees of freedom to the three spatial coordinates x, y and z. It is desired
to carry out as few simulations as possible to obtain the most information
possible of the the system ‘humanmodel inMRbody coil’. The aim of the fol-
lowing subsections is therefore the approximation of a suitable simulation
count and the respective human model positions.
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4.5.1 Positions on the bore-axis
The most common position change in a closed bore scanner is the shift
along the bore axis (here: z-axis) following its geometry. This subsection
investigates model Duke in 14 positions: the 11 positions along the z-axis in
steps of 50mm and the 3 small z-shift positions, see Fig. 4.3. The analysis
was carried out for all channel configurations,B0-field strengths and safety
limits.
It is desired to find the biggest position step∆z of two consecutive simu-

lation positions that results in a sufficiently small safety factor in order to
lower the computation loadwhile alsominimising performance loss caused
by the safety factor.
Two methods to select anchor and target simulations were analysed for

the anchor-target analysis:

Bilateral inference: Anchor simulations at z + a and z − a were used for
the target at position z. ‘The position is interpolated.’

Unilateral inference: Anchor simulations at either z+a or z−awere used
for the target at position z. ‘The position is extrapolated.’

The z-shift a corresponds thereby to the distance betweenmeasured patient
position and available pre-calculated anchor position. It is assumed that a
continuity of the psŜAR exists for position shifts where a smaller distance
a results in general in smaller changes of psŜAR. The z-shift of a repre-
sents therefore the worst-case patient position with the highest distance
to the given pre-calculated anchor positions. Z-shift a is hence equal to us-
ing pre-calculated simulations with position step of ∆z = 2a to derive the
appropriate safety limits.
The maximum psŜAR for each z-shift a is shown in Figs. 4.6 and 4.7 as

function of B0-field strength and channel count.
The decrease in maximum psŜAR for z-shifts above 200mm is caused

by the limited amount of available simulation combinations for higher z-
shifts, because all 11 simulations (excluding the 3 small z-shift simulations)
per field strength are spaced equally with steps of 50mm. There are at the
extreme of 500mm z-shift only 2 possible variations of the available 2 sim-
ulations while there are 2 × 10 possibilities for 50mm z-shift. This psŜAR
decrease is assumed to be an artefact and not a physical observation, as it
is expected that a continuity exists where small z-shifts lead in general to
smaller overestimations because of more similar Q-matrices.
Monotony of psŜAR is hence enforced in Fig. 4.8. The 4 channel and 16

channel configurations are not shown for better readability.
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Fig. 4.6:Maximum psŜAR as function of z-shift, channel count and B0-field strength
for bilateral inference.
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The 1 channelpsŜAR values are identical forall limits by construction,see
Fig. 4.8A-C. The bilateral inference psŜAR overshoot stays nearly constant
andbelow5% for all z-shiftswhile the unilateral inference psŜAR overshoot
rises approximately linear to 40 – 90% at a = 150mm depending on B0.
The approximately linear relationship between psŜAR and z-shift until

a = 150mm for unilateral inference is present for all other safety limits
and channel counts, too. Only minor differences occur between all field
strengths for the same safety limit and channel count. The highest values
are reached for SCM with around 3.4 for 3 T and 8 channels (panel F) while
PASCM respective PCM stop at 2.5 (panel I) respective 1.8 (panel L) for 3 T
and 2 channels. It is of particular note that 8 channels reach a higher psŜAR
than 2 channels for SCM in all cases, while this is switched for PASCM and
little differences can be observed for PCM.
This observation matches with the behaviour of the small z-shifts, see

Fig. 4.4a,b. The overestimation generally rises for SCM with channel count
as more degrees of freedom are available, while the neglect of phases in the
anchoring step for PASCM and PCM generally results in a higher conserva-
tiveness for more channels.
Bilateral inference between two positions leads to lower psŜAR values

than unilateral inference for all cases. Especially interesting is the z-shift
were psŜAR becomes nearly unity: An overshoot <20% can be found for
SCM for 0.5 T and 1.5 T and z-shift a ≤ 50mm independent of channel count
while a 60% overshoot can be found for 3 T at 8 channels and z-shift a ≤
50mm. The overshoot of PASCM and PCM are <5% for all examined cases
with z-shift a ≤ 50mm and bilateral inference.
In conclusion, bilateral inference is, as expected, more conservative and

results in lower necessary safety-factors. For PCM and PASCM, a simulation
every∆z = 100mm is sufficient, independent of field strength and channel
configuration, to achieve a low safety factor of 1.05. For SCM, a simulation
every 100mm is enough for 1.5 T, and 3T with 2 channels, while a smaller
distance between simulations would be necessary at 3 T for 4 channels and
above to avoid a safety-factor of 1.6.
Unilateral inference is not recommended and results in high safety fac-

tors for SCM. PCM shows the highest conservativeness if unilateral infer-
ence cannot be avoided.

4.5.2 Inference in a cuboid
Slight patient position deviations below 20mm perpendicular to the bore
axis cannot be excluded. The possibility to infer the safety limit from the 8
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corners of a cuboid as anchor for a target in the centre was hence examined
to testwhether it is possible to base the safety analysis of patientwith known
digital model on a limited number of anchor positions in a 3D grid.
Shifts perpendicular to the bore axis result in changes of the distance be-

tween patient and RF coil and are therefore expected to result in higher SAR
changes. The size of the cuboid in x- and y-direction (20mm) was chosen to
be smaller than the size in z-direction (50mm) to mitigate this effect. The
centre point of the rectangular cuboid was selected as target position, be-
cause it has the highest spatial distance to all anchor simulations and there-
fore the highest expected difference of Q-matrices, and hence the highest
worst case SAR potential.
The PCMsingle channel amplitude limitsαwere calculated for each simu-

lation to obtain anoverviewover theproximity of all simulations, see Fig. 4.9
as representative example with the 8 channels.
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Fig. 4.9:Maximum single channel amplitude limit α relative to the central point of 9
simulations at the 8 corners and the central point of a rectangular cuboid.
This figure by Petzold et al. [91] is licenced under CC BY 4.0.

The single channel amplitude limits α decrease in -x-, y- and -z-direction
for all points except for the corner in -x,y,-z with the strongest gradient in
-x direction. However, most important is the observation that the central
point has a single channel amplitude limit αwithin the interval spanned by
the corners’ α. This allows the usage of the lowest α of the corners as con-
servative limit for the target simulation without an additional safety factor.
It might even be possible to linearly interpolate between the corners for the
included positions if appropriate caution is taken.
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An anchor-target analysis with the corners’ simulations as anchors and
the centre point as target showed no need for a safety factor for any safety
limit, see Fig. 4.10 as representative with 8 channels.
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Fig. 4.10:Distribution of psŜAR for an anchor-target analysis with the corners of a
rectangular cuboid as anchor and the centre point as target withmodel Duke
at 3 T and 8 channels. This figure by Petzold et al. [91] is licenced under
CC BY 4.0.

The trade-off between optimisedmean(B+1 ) andCV(B+1 ) in the target sim-
ulation using the anchors’ combined safety limits is shown in Fig. 4.11. An
additional optimisation was carried out for the ‘position known’ case,where
SCM was used with the VOPs of the target simulation.
Applying 3D inference using the combined limits of all corners for the CP

mode leads to amean(B+1 ) decrease of 5% compared to the knownposition’s
approach. This 3D inference drop is greater for the pTx shims with 10% for
SCM and nearly 50% for PCM, bothwith same homogeneity as the CPmode.
While SCM shows an around 20% higher mean(B+1 ) than the CP mode,

PCM and PASCM results in a 30% and 10% drop ofmean(B+1 ) compared to
the CP mode, respectively. All safety limits perform best for 2 channels.

Conclusion
It is, due to limited resources, not feasible to simulate every digital human
model at each possible spatial position with arbitrarily small resolution like
1mm. Computational resources can be saved by simulation the available
digital humanmodels only on anchor positions and combining the limits of
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the closest anchor positions with a safety factor to derive a safety limit for a
newposition. One possibility to establish such safety limits is the simulation
of all valid positions on a rectangular grid and the usage of the closest corner
points of the smallest rectangular cuboid encircling the requested position.
The anchor grid should have a finer resolution in the axis perpendicular
to the bore axis, as movements in this plane result in different distances
between patient and RF coil (here: x- and y-direction). No additional safety
factor is necessary for small enough resolutions (here: x, y: 20mm,z: 50mm
at 3 T).mean(B+1 ) can however still be lowered by the additional constraints
of the anchor simulations with an observed decrease of 5% for the CPmode
and 10% for pTx.
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4.6 Uncertainties caused by unknownpatients
This section investigates the uncertainty of not knowing the exact patient
model by examining the differences between known models.

4.6.1 Deriving a PCM limit frommeasurableparameters
For given exposure conditions (subject position, channel count, B0), the
PCM analysis results in a single scalar parameter for each investigated voxel
model: the single-channel amplitude limit α. Sorting by α thus establishes
a ‘safety hierarchy’ between different voxel models. This section examines
whether it is possible to estimate α from easily measurable patient parame-
ters in order to eliminate all model uncertainties and thus to achieve better
mean(B+1 ) performance.
Patient massm = Vvoxel∑r ϱ(r)with voxel volume Vvoxel = (2mm)3, patient

height h as largest z distance between the tissue containing voxels of the
digital human model, and body mass index (BMI) as BMI =m/h2 were cal-
culated for all 11 human voxel models µ in cardiac imaging position, see
Fig. 3.5.
The single channel amplitude limits α(µ,B0,Nc) were calculated for all

11 models µ, 3B0-field strength 0.5 T, 1.5 T and 3T and 5 channel countsNc

of 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16. The maximum permissible PCM power was calculated
by P (µ,B0,Nc)∝ Nc (α(m,B0,Nc))

2.
The normalised maximum permissible power

Pp(µ,B0,Nc) =
P (µ,B0,Nc)

meanµ,cP (µ,B0,Nc)
(4.15)

was calculated to eliminate channel dependency and plotted as boxplots as
function of the patient parametersm, h and BMI for each B0, respectively,
see Fig. 4.12.
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Linear trends can be observed for 0.5 T and 1.5 T: The normalised max-
imum allowed power decreases with higher mass and height. This holds
true also for the BMI, albeit with larger error. No such trend is visible for
3 T.
The location of potential hotspots is analysed to investigate the difference

betweenB0 ≤ 1.5T andB0 = 3T. Themaximum achievable normalised SAR
for the single channel amplitude limit of the whole-body Q-matrix is there-
fore calculated as the 1-norm of all normalised Q-matrices, see Section A.2.
The dominant potential hotspots for 0.5 T and 1.5 T are located at the sides

of the torso, see blue arrows in Fig. 4.13.
It is not possible to examine mass-dependence, length-dependence and

BMI dependence separately, because of the limited number of humanmod-
els. A higher mass, higher length, respective higher BMI results in a higher
patient volume and therefore closer proximity between the most relevant
SAR hotspots at the sides of the torso and the RF coil, which in turn results
in higher potential SAR and therefore lower SAR limits.
This behaviourcannotbeobserved for3 T,especially for theheight,where

the correlation appeared strongest for 0.5 T and 1.5 T. A possible explana-
tion is the shorter wavelength at 3 T (see Tab. 2.1) resulting in more hot
spots that are also distributed over more areas of the torso, see blue arrows
in Fig. 4.14.
It might therefore be possible to determine a safe single channel ampli-

tude limit for PCM at B0 ≤ 1.5T by combining a patient’s measured height
with a RF-coil-specific calibration curve, while this appears to be not the
case for 3 T.
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Dizzy

Fats

XCAT

Fig. 4.13:Maximum achievable normalised SAR for models Dizzy (top, 25 kg), XCAT
(middle, 78 kg) and Fats (bottom, 119 kg) at 16 channels and 0.5 T with PCM,
when each single channel amplitude limit α is derived from the correspond-
ing whole-body Q-matrix. Blue arrows point at regions with potential for
high local SAR.
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Dizzy

Fats

XCAT

Fig. 4.14:Maximum achievable normalised SAR for models Dizzy (top, 25 kg), XCAT
(middle, 78 kg) and Fats (bottom, 119 kg) at 16 channels and 3T with PCM,
when each single channel amplitude limit α is derived from the correspond-
ing whole-body Q-matrix. Blue arrows point at regions with potential for
high local SAR.
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4.6.2 Safety factor estimation
A safety limit based on the combination of a 10 kg child-model and a 150 kg
larger-bodied adult-model for a 80 kg patient would necessarily result in a
high initial conservativeness due to the larger-bodiedmodel combinedwith
a high safety factor due to the expected high SAR in the larger-bodiedmodel
for an RF-shim that is safe for the child-model. Such approach is hence
expected to result in vastly overconservative safety limits. The combination
of only ‘close’ anchor models for a given patient is assumed to improve
mean(B+1 ) performancewithout compromising safety if a sufficient number
of models are available. For any practical implementation of this concept it
is thus recommended that a broad variety ofmodels is included in the initial
analysis but only a smaller subset of ’most relevant’ models, that are close in
body height and mass to the patient, is evaluated for a specific application.
The further analysis in this chapter was limited to the relevant case of

cardiac imaging for patients between 50 – 80 kg to avoid over-conservative
limits as best as possible with the limited available models. This reduces
themodel count to seven. The analysis with all 11models was carried out in
appendix A.4. The possible height dependence of the amplitude limit αwas
not exploited due to the lack of certainty caused by only 11 tested models
and the small differences between α of the seven includedmodels that were
below 20%.
The anchor-target analysis was carried out with 106 random shim vectors

for all combinations of 6 anchormodels and 1 targetmodel and for all safety
limits, see Fig. 4.15. For PCM, the theoretical maximum can be calculated
without testing any shim vector, see Eq. (2.24). This information is also in-
cluded in the figure (red star symbols) and serves to illustrate the realisation
gap, that is the difference between highest randomly encountered psŜAR
value and the theoretical limit psŜARmax.
The 1-channel CPmode psŜAR values are by construction identical for all

safety limits, see Fig. 4.15A-C. A clear hierarchy of themodels is visible, like
for the PCM single channel amplitude limit α, and psŜAR > 1 occurs only
when themodel with the strictest limits (Glenn for 0.5 T and 1.5 T, Yoon-sun
for 3 T) becomes the target model.
Two degrees of freedomexist for the scaledRF-shim vectors at 2 channels:

the relative phase-difference and amplitude-ratio between both channels.
This results in a spread out distribution of psŜAR with distinct more of-
ten occurring psŜAR values, see Fig. 4.15D-F. Multiple models can reach
psŜAR > 1 for SCM and PASCM, for example models Louis, Glenn, Jeduk,
Duke and XCAT at 0.5 T, see panel D, as there is no hierarchy any more.
Only one model can ever reach psŜAR > 1 for PCM by construction. The
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Fig. 4.15: psŜAR as function of the target model in an anchor-target analysis with 106

random shim vectors scaled to hit the limit of the six remaining anchor
models. Please note that all three control modes become identical for the
single-channel CP mode. See Fig. A.3 for the analysis with all 11 anchor
models. This figure by Petzold et al. [91] is licenced under CC BY 4.0.

theoretical psŜARmaximum is reached for all models for PCM.
The 4 channelmodeRF-shimvectors have 6 degrees of freedomand there-

foremore psŜAR spreadwith smootherviolin plots, see panelsG-I. PCMand
PASCM start to become more conservative than SCM with lower expressed
psŜAR, as phase is neglected.
These trends continue for8 and16 channels, seepanels J-O. Targetmodels

with psŜAR > 1.8 exist for 16 channels with SCM for all B0-field strengths.
The highest 10% of psŜAR values of each model occur less frequently than
for the lower channel counts. The most susceptible model with the highest
psŜAR is not necessarily the same for all B0: Yoon-sun is worst at 0.5 T and
3T while Jeduk is worst at 1.5 T.
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The theoretical maximum psŜAR for PCM is not reached any more for
PCM. Gaps of up to 30% between highest realisation and maximum can be
found for model Yoon-sun at 3 T.
The realisation gap for SCM was explored with RF-shim vector optimi-

sation, because SCM and PASCM lack a theoretical psŜARmaximum. The
psŜAR in model Yoon-sun at 3 T was thereby maximised for PCM and SCM
with the Nelder-Mead algorithm [139] so that the six remaining models are
safe, see Fig. 4.16. Model Yoon-sun was chosen as target, because it shows
the highest psŜAR, when the other models are used as anchor.
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Fig. 4.16:Maximum psŜAR as function of channel count for target model Yoon-sun
and 6 anchors at 3 T. This figure by Petzold et al. [91] is licenced under
CC BY 4.0.

The realisation gap between the 106 random RF-shim vectors and the op-
timised vector increases with channel count for all safety limits. Deviations
above 5% start to occur at 8 channels for SCM and PASCM, while they only
occur for PCM at 16 channels. It can therefore be concluded that there is a
remaining uncertainty for SCM and PASCM for Nc ≥ 8 when using 106 RF-
shim vectors while PCM-safety can be ensured with its theoretical psŜAR
maximum.
A measure to analyse the influence of the number of anchor model on

the target’s psŜAR overestimation is desired. Therefore, the anchor-target
analysis is carried out for all combinations of 1-6 anchors and 1 target. The
maximum psŜAR over all shim vectors is plotted for each target as function
of anchor model count as boxplot in Fig. 4.17. The 7 maximum values of
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4.6 Uncertainties caused by unknown patients

the violin plots in each panel in Fig. 4.15 are therefore contained in the
rightmost boxplots with 6 anchor models of each panel in Fig. 4.17.
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Fig. 4.17:Maximum psŜAR as function of anchor model count for all possible combi-
nations of anchor-model(s) and target model. See Fig. A.4 for the analysis
with all 11 anchormodels. This figure by Petzold et al. [91] is licenced under
CC BY 4.0.

SCM results for only one anchor in the highest psŜAR of around 5 at 0.5 T
and 16 channels, see Fig. 4.17M. PASCM (psŜAR ≈ 4 at 0.5 T and 4 channels
(panel G)) and PCM (psŜAR ≈ 3 at 3 T and 2 channels (panel F)) are more
conservative. It is especially interesting to observe the 1-channel CP mode
case at 3 T where 4 anchor models are necessary to achieve a safety factor
below 2.
Higher numbers of anchormodels lead, as expected, tomore VOPs,more

conservativeness, lower psŜAR overshoots and therefore to lower safety
factors for all channel counts and B0-field strengths. Maximum psŜAR as
function of model count must therefore be (weakly) monotonically decreas-
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ing. The decrease is stronger for low anchor model counts like 1 → 2 than
for higher model counts like 5 → 6. It would be interesting to know how
manymodels are necessary for each safety limit until the maximum psŜAR
approaches a value of 1.02 that is assumed to be negligible, see Section 4.4.
The theoretical overshoot for PCMwill be zero if the lowest amplitude in a

group of simulations is present twice. The most extreme case would be one
anchor and one target simulation with the same single channel amplitude
limit α that could lead to the conclusion that no additional simulations are
necessary since safety-factor 1 is already reached. This false negative result
can be avoided by checking against more target simulations. The boxplots
with 5 anchors would require 3 models with the lowest amplitude limit to
reach safety factor 1 if the safety factor is derived fromNµ−2 instead ofNµ−1
models. The number of selected anchors to determine the safety factor has
to therefore be chosen according to the required safety needs. A more ele-
gant way to determine the PCM limit would be the calibration against easily
measurable parameters like patient mass and height, see Section 4.6.1.

4.6.3 Safety factor evaluation
It is intended to use the highest psŜAR of the anchor-target analysis with 6
anchor models as safety factor for the further analysis. This safety factor,
however, builds on the knowledge of all available 7 models in the patient
group with body mass of 50 – 80 kg in cardiac imaging position. The model
of the patient is usually not available. This section hence analyses the worst
case SAR andpossiblemean(B+1 ) in completely unknown evaluationmodels
in order to verify whether 7 models are sufficient to derive a suitable safety
factor.
All n = 7 available models are thus separated into p primal models and

e = n − p ≥ 1 evaluation models. The purpose of the primal models is the
derivation of a safety limit, which is tested for the evaluation models. An
anchor-target analysis with 106 randomRF-shim vectors is therefore carried
out in the p primal models analogously to the previous subsection and the
highest psŜAR in themost susceptible target model for p−1 anchors is used
as safety factor s. The derived safety limit therefore consists of the VOPs of
all p primal models multiplied by s.
The maximum possible psŜAR andmean(B+1 ) in the e evaluation models

is subsequently calculated for the 106 random shim vectors that are scaled to
hit the limitof theprimalmodels,seeFigs. 4.18 and4.19. This evaluationwas
carried out for all possible combinations of primal models and evaluation
models. As at least one evaluation model and one target model is required,
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4.6 Uncertainties caused by unknown patients

this analysis is only possible up to n − 2 = 5 anchor models.

Fig. 4.18:Maximum psŜAR in all evaluationmodels as function of primalmodel count
for all possible combinations of evaluation and primal models. Safety limits
are derived from the primal models in an anchor-target analysis with the
leave one out method to obtain a safety factor. The 106 random shim vectors
are subsequently used to calculate the psŜAR in the previously unseen eval-
uation models.

Themaximum psŜAR found in the evaluation models is in general below
2, see Fig. 4.18 and the dynamic of adding models is lower than in Fig. 4.17,
because no safety factor is incorporated in the later case. This safety factor
leads also to the observation, that the highest psŜAR for each count of n
primal models in Fig. 4.18 must be smaller than the highest psŜAR for n
anchor models in Fig. 4.17.
Notable is the observation that the maximum psŜAR decreases with the
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4 Native RF SAR safety in pTx MR

number of primal models, even though the applied safety factor is decreas-
ing simultaneously. This can be seen at theminimumof the psŜAR boxplots,
that rises with the number of primal models. It must further be noted that
the safety hierarchy SCM<PASCM<PCM is no longer valid and all safety lim-
its are very comparable. This shows the successful application of the safety
factor. A sufficientmodel count is assumed,when psŜAR = 1. This is the case
for 1.5 T andmore than 4 channels while additionalmodels are required for
the 2 channel cases.
The decreasing safety factor with increasing primalmodel count can also

be seen at the increasing median of the achievable mean(B+1 ) for SCM at
0.5 T and 1.5 T, see Fig. 4.19. This effect cannot be seen at 3 T.
The decrease in mean(B+1 ) with rising channel count can be explained

with the increasing safety factor for higher channel counts, because it is
possible to obtain field configurationswhere local SAR hot spots are present
in one model while the other models are not affected, due to the higher
number of degrees of freedom.
It can be concluded, that a higher primal model count leads to higher

patient safety and higher or at least equalmean(B+1 ) compared to a low pri-
mal count. It is therefore indicated to derive the safety limit from as much
primal models as possible and use the safety factor of the leave one out
method.
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4.6 Uncertainties caused by unknown patients

Fig. 4.19:Maximummean(B+1 ) in all evaluation models as function of primal model
count for all possible combinations of evaluation and primal models. Safety
limits are derived from the primal models in an anchor-target analysis with
the leave one out method to obtain a safety factor. The 106 random RF-shim
vectors are subsequently used to calculate the maximum mean(B+1 ) in the
previously unseen evaluation models.

4.6.4 B+1 performance comparison
AnRF-shim vector for a given channel count can be scaled to fulfil any safety
limit. This scaling results in differentmean(B+1 ) but the same CV(B+1 ), see
Eq. (2.27). The performance of all safety limits can therefore be assessed
with the maximum achievablemean(B+1 ) for a given inhomogeneity.
It is evident from the previous analysis that SCM requires a higher safety

factor than PASCM and PCM, see Fig. 4.17. SCM has, on the other hand, the
best initialmean(B+1 ) performance, see Fig. 4.1. It is therefore interesting
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to know whether these two effects cancel each other out.
This subsection therefore examines the mean(B+1 ) performance of the

overarching safety limits that were obtained by combining the safety limits
of all 7 models with the safety-factors derived from the anchor-target analy-
sis with 6 anchors, see Fig. 4.20. The additional safety limit ‘model known’
is shown as reference. This mode corresponds to SCM with the current
model’s VOPs only without additional safety factor.
The trade-off between CV(B+1 ) and mean(B+1 ) for human voxel model

Duke with 8 channels is shown as L-curve in Fig. 4.20A-C for 0.5 – 3 T. The
CP mode’s position with the combined limits (‘model unknown’), and the
model specific limit without safety factor (‘model known’) are shown aswell.
The safety limits can be ordered in terms of their generally achievable

mean(B+1 ) by PCM < PASCM < CPmode accommodating model uncertainty
< SCM < CP mode for a known model < pTx with known model. The grey
model-known data points are presented for an informative purpose and
represent the best possible performance that could be reached if full knowl-
edge about the patient would be available. This illustrates the resulting loss
ofmean(B+1 ) to ensure safety for patients where no exact model is known,
but is also not safely reachable in general.
Interesting is the slope at highestmean(B+1 ) of all L-curves where <5% of

mean(B+1 ) can be traded for 50% lower CV(B+1 ). A major improvement in
homogeneity can therefore be traded for a minor decrease inmean(B+1 ).
Two performance measures were compared for all configurations:

1. Themean(B+1 ) of the intersection between the L-curve and CV(B+1 ) =
0.1 thatwasmarkedby squares.CV(B+1 ) = 0.1 corresponds to theworst
homogeneity for the single channelmode at 1.5 T of all 7 testedmodels.
This homogeneity is assumed to be sufficient because of the lack of
pTx in clinical scanners at 1.5 T, but not achievable for low channel
counts at 3 T, see Fig. 4.20D-F.

2. The lowest costC = −mean(B+1 )/µT+λ×CV(B+1 ) of all shim vectors for
λ = 3. The shimvectorwithminimalC wasmarkedwith a triangle. The
regularisation parameter λ = 3 was chosen to result in CV(B+1 ) ≈ 0.1
for 3 T. This performance measure has the advantage that all channel
counts of 3 T can be included in the comparison. See Fig. 4.20G-I.
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Fig. 4.20:mean(B+1 ) performance for SCM, PASCM and PCM (unknown model con-
dition, i.e. the VOPs of all 7 models are combined with a safety limit spe-
cific safety factor) or with model known (SCM, VOPs of current model only,
no safety factor). mean(B+1 ) is plotted relative to the mean(B+1 ) of the CP
mode with unknown model condition. (A-C) Trade-off between mean(B+1 )
and CV(B+1 ) for model Duke and 8 channels. (D-F)mean(B+1 ) that reaches
CV(B+1 ) = 0.1 divided by the mean(B+1 ) of the CP mode. Higher values are
better. (G-I) Difference of cost C = −mean(B+1 )/µT + 3 × CV(B+1 ) between
CP mode and the best shim vector of the pTx optimised shim vectors. G-I
use different y-scales and are hence not directly comparable. See Fig. A.5
for the analysis with all 11 anchor models. This figure by Petzold et al. [91]
is licenced under CC BY 4.0.
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The boxplots of SCM,PASCMandPCM in panelD-I showvery little spread
compared to the model known boxplots. This safety limit is the same for all
points of the SCM, PASCM and PCM boxes, respectively, but model depen-
dent for the ‘model known’ boxes. The channel-wise B+1 maps are the only
changing optimisation parameters between the SCM, PASCM and PCM opti-
misation runs for all models. It must therefore be concluded, that the safety
limit is of higher relevance in determining themean(B+1 ) performance.
An increase of 30 – 100% ofmean(B+1 ) would be possible if the exact pa-

tient model would be known. A better, or at least the same,mean(B+1 ) per-
formance as for the 8 channel configuration is expected for the 16 chan-
nel ‘model known’ configuration, because the 8 channel configuration is a
proper subset of the 16 channel configuration. Themean(B+1 ) drops, how-
ever, between 8 channels and 16 channels for model known at 0.5 T and
1.5 T (Fig. 4.20D-F). This can be explained with VOP compression artefacts,
see Fig. 4.4, and does not occur if all Q-matrices instead of the VOPs are
used for safety assessment.
PCM and PASCM perform very close to each other for 0.5 T and 1.5 T, but,

in general, worse than the CP mode, see Fig. 4.20D,E,G,H.
SCM performs best of all safety limits with its highest performance for 2

channels. For 0.5 T, higher channel counts lead to a lowermean(B+1 ) com-
pared to the CP mode. For 1.5 T, themean(B+1 ) is higher than the CP mode,
but it decreases until it approaches the CP mode’s performance at 16 chan-
nels. The decrease of performance for higher channel counts is caused by
higher safety factors and VOP compression losses that are stronger than the
gain frommore available degrees of freedom. The performance differences
between all 3 modes are minor for 1.5 T at 16 channels.
The general performance order PCM < PASCM < SCM also holds for 3 T,

see Fig. 4.20F,I. Different to 0.5 T and 1.5 T is that PASCM performs for low
channel counts comparable to PCM and for high channel counts close to
SCMwith onlyminor differences between PASCM and SCM for 16 channels.
At least 16 channels were necessary to reach CV(B+1 ) = 0.1 for all models,
while 2 channels were sufficient for no model, see Fig. 4.15F.

4.7 Discussion
Not knowing the exact body model, position or posture of the patient leads
to lowermean(B+1 ) to accommodate local SAR uncertainties.
Position uncertainty can be mitigated by combining the VOPs of the 8

simulations on the corners of a rectangular cuboid to assess possible patient
positions within the given cuboid. No additional safety factor is needed
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for tight enough spacing of the pre-calculated simulations. A nevertheless
occurring small loss of 5%mean(B+1 ) for CP mode and 10%mean(B+1 ) for
pTx is caused by the more conservative limits of the anchors.
Themean(B+1 ) loss to accommodate for unknown patient models is, with

up to 50% depending on channel count and B0-field strength, much larger
thanmean(B+1 ) loss caused by position uncertainty. The use of pTx was for
allB0-field strengths advantageous compared to the single channelCPmode,
even if higher safety factors were required. The highest pTx mean(B+1 ) in-
crease of 25%was found forSCMat2 channels (0.5 T and1.5 T) or4 channels
(3 T). A higher number of channels bringsB+1 homogeneity gains but no im-
provements or even a decrease inmean(B+1 ). With the possible exception of
3 T, higher channel counts are notmotivated by performance; the capability
to mitigate implant heating [9, 35] is the discipline where pTx excels.
Local SAR is not relevant for single channel volume coils when following

the IEC standard [45]. It was included in this analysis, as too high local SAR
values are reached for a CP shim scaled to hit the whole body limit [46, 47,
128] with psŜAR overshoots of up to factor 4 for the models of this analysis,
see Fig. 3.7, that corresponds to a factor of 2 inmean(B+1 ). If it is assumed
that the IEC global SAR limits are appropriate – burns are reported in only
0.000 75% of all MR exams [166] – then an update of the IEC standard’s
approach to local SAR is recommended.
Small possible standard changes would be the increase of the local SAR

limits and the introduction of tissue- and region-specific local SAR limits
with higher granularity than the binary choice between extremities and
remaining body. Major overhauls, like the cumulative equivalent minutes
at 43 °C (CEM43°C) formalism [127, 154, 167, 168] or temperature matrices
[169] with a limit of 39 °C or tissue specific limits, are scientifically appealing
but have been explicitly rejected during the last revision of this document
[45, 126]. It is recommended to use an exponential decrease as windowing
function instead of the 6min long rectangular pulse like in SAR for a more
natural dynamic of heat transfer.
SCM, PASCM and PCM are applicable to any limit where a shim vector

u is considered safe if u†Mu ≤ 1 for a normalised matrix M. Pivoting, for
example, to temperaturematrices [169] would not change the principle, but
might alter safety factors and resultingmean(B+1 ) performance.
Apossible implementation of a native safety limitwouldbe the simulation

of multiple models at multiple positions and subsequent combination of
their safety limits [80]. A spatial resolution of 3 steps in x- and y-direction
(e.g. with 50mm distance) and 10 steps in z-direction (e.g. with 100mm
distance) results in around 100 positions per model. With 10 different voxel
models, this results in 1000 simulations. The EM FDTD simulation for 3 T
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took 8 h for 48 portswith aNvidiaQuadroGV100GPUand resulted in around
50 GB of data. Around 4h of time are required for VOP compression with an
Intel Xeon Silver 4108 CPU for an 8 channel configuration with 107 voxels
[133]. Processing these 1000 simulations with this setup would take 500 d
for SCM and 300 d for PCM where VOP calculation is not necessary. 50 TB
of raw data are generated in this process. Such computational loads should
be manageable for an MR systemmanufacturer.
Safety assessment could then happen with the combined safety limits

of the closest simulations in all 3 spatial directions forming a box around
the patient position. It might be advantageous to split patients into certain
groups like 0 – 30 kg, 25 – 60 kg, 50 – 100 kg, 80 kg+ and only use the VOPs
corresponding to the patient for safety assessment to eliminate artefacts
caused by vastly differentmodels. For PCM theremight be the possibility to
derive an appropriate single channel amplitude limit by using the patients
mass orheight and interpolate the single channel amplitude limitα between
the corner’s anchor simulations.
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5 A sensor-based implantsafety concept
This chapter describes an AIMD RF safety concept that is separating native
safety assessment (patientwithout implant) from implant safety, see Fig. 5.1.
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Fig. 5.1: Concept to ensure implant RF safety in pTx MRI. Native safety assessment
(A-C) is pre-calculated and separated from implant safety assessment (D-G).
Combining both parts gives the total safety assessment (H). If pTx is available
and the channel-wise B+1 maps are known (I), the RF-shim vector providing
the best image quality can be selected from the set of all safe vectors (J). This
figure by Petzold et al. [35] is licenced under CC BY 4.0.
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5 A sensor-based implant safety concept

The presented concept builds on the well-known fact that the multiple
degrees of freedom in pTx can be used to modify the electromagnetic field
to avoid pathologic hot spots at implants [9, 10, 33–43]. New in the proposed
concept is the calibration of an implant sensor to integrate implant safety
into existing native safety concepts. A short overview is given in the follow-
ing before the details are elaborated in further sections.
The first part of the concept consists of the native safety assessment for

the patient if no implant is present, see Chapter 4 for possible steps to en-
sure safety even if the patient’s exact digital patient model is not available
or no simulation with the right spatial position is present. Native safety is in
the responsibility of the MR systemmanufacturer. On the scanner, it is im-
plemented via pre-calculated excitation limits that are valid for the patient
under test, see Fig. 5.1A-C for an example with SCM.
This chapter focuses on possible implant-integrated sensors and strate-

gies on how to use the sensor information to provide implant-safe RF-shims
for patients. The aim is to use affordable and small RMS sensors tomeasure
the RF-safety directly in AIMDs [10, 25–27].
The need for additional electronics renders this concept less suited for

passive implants like hip joints. This concept benefits significantly from
pTx, where the available degrees of freedom can be leveraged to achieve
implant-safe RF-shims with highmean(B+1 ) [9].
Ensuring implant-safe RF-shims would lie in the joint responsibility of

the implant manufacturer and MR systemmanufacturer. The implant man-
ufacturer would be required to provide the necessary safety information to
the MR scanner: a measure that is correlated to the implant-caused hazard
and its maximum safe value. The implant manufacturer shall ensure that
the sensor (D) is placed on the implant in such a way that the safety rele-
vant hotspot is correctly covered. The sensor’s output must correlate with
an appropriate hazard measure andmust be calibrated in that metric (F). If
this is fulfilled, a sensor matrix Qs can be constructed in situ from the RMS
measurements like in Section 2.5.2 [10] (E) and normalised with the hazard
measure (G).
The combination of native safety assessment and implant safety assess-

ment leads to the total safety assessment (H) that can be used together with
channel-wise B+1 maps of the patient (I) for optimisation of the RF-shim (J).
Spinal cord stimulators can result in a high potential patient danger in

MRI because of sensitive neural tissue at the implant’s tip. A list of MR con-
ditional spinal cord stimulators is shown in Tab. 5.1.
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5 A sensor-based implant safety concept

The implant with the least restrictions (Boston Scientific Precision Mon-
tage [14]) is only allowed for 1.5 T in prone or supine imaging with a body
coil for body imaging at normal mode SAR limits. Head coils and lower ex-
tremity coils are allowed as well. The implants of all other vendors require
additional time limits with generally 30min scan time followed by cooling
for 30 – 60min, limited B+1 RMS and limited whole body SAR.
Implementing the described safety approach for spinal cord stimulators

would allow for a direct, measurement-based patient-specific safety assess-
ment. This results in less required safety leeway and therefore higher B+1
performance. Currently imposed limits like global B+1 RMS, scan time, pa-
tient orientation and native SAR restriction beyond the IEC standard would
not be needed any more. Different B0-field strengths like 0.5 T, 3 T and 7T
are possible with a corresponding calibration as well.
These benefits are independent of the availability of pTx. Small spatial

patientmovements could be examined if no pTx is present, in order to find a
position with lower tip heating as the tip heating is very sensitive to implant-
path or -position changes [8, 10, 90, 171]. The added major benefit of pTx is
the ability tomodulate the E-field to lower the implant tip heating, resulting
in better image quality with highermean(B+1 ), improved homogeneity and
less susceptibility artefacts [9].
It was hence decided to investigate the implant safety concept with a

spinal cord mock implant because of the high potential to improve the pa-
tient safety while maintainingmean(B+1 ) [35]. The implant was an insulated
straight wire with 300mm length and 10mm uninsulated tip, see Fig. 5.2.

Fig. 5.2: Setup of the simulated spinal cordmock implant (blue) in human voxelmodel
Duke touching the spinal cord (red) with its tip at position x = 0, y = −106mm,
z = −130mm relative to the coil centre. Left: Sagittal slice. Right: 3D view. One
channel of the 8 channel configuration and its ports are marked in orange.
This figure by Petzold et al. [35] is licenced under CC BY 4.0.
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The exact knowledge of the patient model in the cardiac imaging posi-
tion was assumed. The implant safety concept is first demonstrated at 3 T
and 8 channels with SCM. The native safety limits accounting for model un-
certainties from the previous chapter and other combinations of B0 (0.5 T,
1.5 T and 3T) and channel count (1, 2, 4, 8, 16) are presented subsequently
to assess themean(B+1 ) performance of the native limits.
Two series of simulations were carried out: the native case (Duke without

implant) and the implant case (Duke with the implant).
Parts of this chapterwas published in a journal paper [35] and in two conference

abstracts [92, 93].

5.1 Investigating the implant sensorplacement
The described safety concept requires sensor measurements from all pos-
sible implant-caused hot spots. The implant is safe and no further action is
necessary if no hot spot exists. The number of required sensors is otherwise
equal to the number of hot spots. Multiple sensors are likely required for
implants with multiple electrodes and sufficient span like spinal cord stim-
ulators [172]. It is worth noting that the number and severity of the hotspots
depend on the used native safety limit.
Two simulation-based methods are presented that can discover all hot

spots as a consistence check for the specific investigated implant, that can
be simulated in Tier 4. The general method is a modified anchor-target
analysis and is applicable with all presented safety limits.
The native case is thereby used as anchor, while the implant case acts as

target. It is not possible to use a high amount of RF-shim-vectors for testing
as the SAR needs to be evaluated for all Q-matrices of the implant case. It
was therefore decided to use the eigenvectors with the highest eigenvalue of
all VOPs u of anchor and target, because of the expected broad distribution
in the RF-shim vector space. These vectors were scaled according to the
native case limit with all normalised anchor Q-matrices Q̂nat and used to
calculate an estimation for the highest local SAR ŜARmaxest.(r) at location r
for the implant case Q̂imp.
This results for SCM in

ŜARmaxest.(r) =max
u

u†Q̂imp(r)u

maxr u†Q̂nat(r)u
. (5.1)
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The estimations for PASCM and PCM follow analogously to Eq. (5.1). Maxi-
mum intensity projections of ŜARmaxest.(r) for SCM are shown in Fig. 5.3.
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Fig. 5.3: Estimated worst case ŜAR as estimation based on the eigenvectors of the
VOPs of native case and implant case scaled to hit the native case limit for
SCM. (A-C) Native case.max ŜAR ≤ 1 is fulfilledby construction. (D-I) Implant
case, with (G-I) as zoom. (J-I) Difference implant case - native case in percent.
The implant is marked by a white line with a cross at its uninsulated tip. The
position of the RF-coil is marked with black lines. This figure by Petzold et al.
[35] is licenced under CC BY 4.0.

The second, PCM specific method exploits the ability to derive a mathe-
matical upper limit with the one-norm of the Q-matrices, see Section A.2.
The maximum possible SAR at each location r in the implant case is cal-
culated directly using the maximum single channel amplitude αnat of the
native case and the normalised Q-matrices of the implant case Q̂imp by

ŜARmax(r) = α2
nat∑

i,k

∣(Q̂imp(r))i,k∣ (5.2)

Maximum intensity projections of ŜARmax(r) are shown in Fig. 5.4.
Only one hot spot with a diameter of 30mm at the uninsulated tip is vis-

ible for both approaches. A psŜAR estimation of 7 can be found for SCM
compared to theoretical psŜAR = 5 for PCM showing the higher conserva-
tiveness of PCM. Some minor SAR increase below 10% is also visible all
over the exposed upper body, but negligible in comparison to the implant.
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Fig. 5.4: Theoreticalworst case ŜAR basedon the native case single channel amplitude
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It is important to note that local ŜAR values below 1 are not sufficient to
ensure safety for implants as the concentrated energy deposition can be
focused on a region much smaller than the 10 g averaging region [75]. This
can also be seen for the investigated implant where a temperature of nearly
41 °C can be found at the implant tip for the CP mode RF-shim scaled to hit
the normal mode limit of 10Wkg−1 for the implant case, see Fig. 5.5.
The presence of only one hot spot was expected for the given implant

geometry. The location of the single hot spot at an implant’s tip is also a
requirement for the common Tier 3 implant safety assessment according
to ISO/TS 10974 [11], using the transfer function [130]. It is generally neces-
sary to verify the assumed hot spots as they might also occur at unexpected
positions [171] like the generator housing [18].
Hot spot locations might also be determined experimentally in commer-

cially available test beds. Manufacturers should still carry out simulations
for verification purposes.
Please note that Tier 4 simulations are required to search for hot spot lo-

cations with this simulation approach. Such simulations are not feasible for
realistic implants with the currently available computational power. The
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hot spot can be assumed to be at the tip of implant leads following the as-
sumptions of the state of the art Tier 3 approach [11].

5.2 Investigating safety measures
This sections examines which sensors are suitable for implant safety assess-
ment by investing the correlation between possible sensor readings and
hazard measures.
Four hazard measures were tested:

1. 10 g averaged SAR SAR10g, like local SAR for native tissue in IEC
60601-2-33 [45],

2. point SAR SARpt that corresponds to the voxel volume (2mm)3,
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3. steady state temperature Tss and

4. implant-caused temperature rise∆Timp as difference between the
steady state temperatures of implant case and native case.

For each of these hazard measures, its maximum value was evaluated in
the ROI that is the volume x × y × z = 40mm × 40mm × 80mm centred on the
implant tip containing the allocated hot spot, see Figs. 5.3 and 5.4.
These hazard measures were compared to five RMS sensor signals. It is

necessary that the measurement time of these sensors is reasonably small
to achieve Q-matrix acquisition times tQ ≪ 1min in order to be integrable in
the safety concept. The most obvious sensor reading, the steady state tem-
perature, is therefore not possible. More constraints like the sensor integra-
bility and measurement errors [10] need to be accounted for in a practical
implementation. The first four presented sensor signals were determined
asmean value over the 8 voxels that touch the implant tip with their corners:

1. point SAR, called sensor SAR in the following for better clarity,

2. magnitude of the E-field in z-direction ∣Ez ∣,

3. magnitude of the H-field ∣H∣ and

4. temperature rise dT /dt∣T=Ti
in the first second (‘dt = 1 s’) of heating

for initial temperatures Ti = 37.2 ○C, 37.5 ○C, 38 ○C and 38.5 ○C. 37.2 ○C
corresponds to the steady state temperature of the native case without
RF power that is caused by the metabolism.

5. The current in the implant IRF at two positions zsensor in 10mm and
250mm distance to the implant tip, respectively, was calculated using
Ampère’s circuital law in a 2×2 voxel rectangular loop around the lead
on curve C by

IRF =

z
C
Hdl. (5.3)

The curve was evaluated on the voxel mesh for each channel c with
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voxel size∆l = 2mm as

IRF = IRF,y↑ + IRF,x→ + IRF,y↓ + IRF,x← with (5.4)
IRF,y↑ =∑

y

H(c, x = xlow, y, z = zsensor)∆l, (5.5)

IRF,x→ =∑
x

H(c, x, y = yhigh, z = zsensor)∆l, (5.6)

IRF,y↓ = −∑
y

H(c, x = xhigh, y, z = zsensor)∆l and (5.7)

IRF,x← = −∑
x

H(c, x, y = ylow, z = zsensor)∆l. (5.8)

A QRF matrix was calculated with I analogously to the SAR Q-matrices,
see Eq. (2.11).

All four hazardmeasures (rows) are shown as function of sensormeasure-
ments (columns) in a matrix to investigate the correlation, see Fig. 5.6. This
correlation is necessary for a later calibration of the hazardmeasure against
the sensormeasurement. The hazardmeasures are power quantities linked
to the energy deposition in the tissue. The root-power quantities (Ez, ∣H∣,
IRF) were therefore depicted as squared value to achieve a linearisation.
Only minor differences between the four hazard measure rows can be

seen. Themain difference of the hazardmeasures lies in their susceptibility
to record signals caused by the native background instead of the implant.
Point SAR is robust against native influences as the implant-caused high
point SAR values at the sensor’s location dominate the ROI even for a low im-
plant tip hazard. A native influence can be observed for SAR10g ≤ 10Wkg−1

where a higher than expected SAR10g is caused by the native SAR within
the ROI at a location away from the implant tip that cannot be measured by
the sensor directly. No native influence on∆Timp is observable as expected
by construction. A smaller influence than for SAR10g exists for steady state
temperature Tss ≤ 39 ○C. It must therefore be concluded, that there is no
benefit of arbitrarily low implant safety limits well below the native hazard
as the native hazards are dominating in this case.
Comparing the temperature hazardswith the SAR-basedhazards, the tem-

perature hazards have the distinct advantage that the temperature corre-
lates directly to tissue damage [128] and problems with SAR averaging in
vicinity of implants [75] can be eliminated.
A more differentiated picture emerges for the different sensors. Sensor

SAR correlates linearly to all hazard measures. The same holds true for the
square of the E-field’s dominant ∣Ez ∣ component that can be measured by
a diode [10]. ∣H∣ scatters too much for a suitable sensor calibration. The
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calibration curve for dT /dt depends on the initial temperature. Additional
care in the calibration process would therefore be necessary because of
multiple temperature-dependent calibration curves as a consequence. The
big advantage of this sensor is the direct usability of the thermistor as a
safety watch-dog [173]. The RF current sensor is linearly correlated to the
hazardmeasures with lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for higher distances
to the implant tip. It must be ensured that the current sensor is placed so
that no modes exist that can lead to zero measured current while the tip
heating is pathologic [174]. No such modes were found for the investigated
implant.

The existence of sensor types that can be calibrated in terms of implant
hazard is therefore shown. The point SAR sensor is used in the following as
representative of all suitable sensor types.
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5.3 Investigation of the B+1 optimisationpotential
Many RF-shim vectors of the native case must be significantly scaled down
to avoid tissue temperatures ofmore than 39 °Cat the implant tip, see Fig. 5.6.
This results in a diminished mean(B+1 ) performance. This section investi-
gates the manifold of the remaining vectors to test for the RF-shim vector
optimisation potential and to examine whether the sensor provides enough
information to distinguish between safe and unsafe RF-shim vectors for
SCM and PCM.
20000 random RF-shim vectors (half with random phase and identical

amplitude, half with random phase and random amplitude) were scaled to
hit the native case limit and the implant case SAR was evaluated for 2 chan-
nels (Fig. 5.7) and 8 channels (Fig. 5.8). Two hazard limits were chosen:
SAR10g = 10Wkg−1 (equivalent to∆Timp = 3.5K) following the IEC standard
[45] and∆Timp = 2K.
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Fig. 5.7: Evaluation of 20000 2-channel RF-shim vectors for the implant case that were
scaled to hit the native safety limit in terms of psŜAR,mean(B+1 ) andCV(B+1 ).
Top: SCM. Bottom: PCM. (A) psŜAR as function of sensor SAR. Only the cali-
brated sensor SAR is used to group the shim vectors, see calibration curve in
Fig. 5.6. Please note that the limited spreadofpsŜAR forPCMandpsŜAR < 1 is
caused by the availability of only 2 degrees of freedom. (B) psŜAR as function
ofmean(B+1 ) of 100 selected shim vectors for native case (black) and implant
case (colour). Lines connect the corresponding native and implant values of
the sameRF-shimvector. (C) Convexhull of all 20000 shimvectors as in (B). (D)
CV(B+1 ) as function ofmean(B+1 ) of 100 selected shim vectors for native case
(black) and implant case (colour). Lines connect the corresponding native and
implant values of the same RF-shim vector. (E) Convex hull of all 20000 shim
vectors as in (D). This figure by Petzold et al. [35] is licenced under CC BY 4.0
and was adapted by using 2-channel data and including PCM.
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Fig. 5.8: Evaluation of 20000 8-channel RF-shim vectors for the implant case that were
scaled to hit the native safety limit in terms of psŜAR,mean(B+1 ) andCV(B+1 ).
Top: SCM. Bottom: PCM. (A) psŜAR as function of sensor SAR. Only the cal-
ibrated sensor SAR is used to group the shim vectors, see calibration curve
in Fig. 5.6. Please note that psŜAR ≥ 0.05 for PCM. (B) psŜAR as function of
mean(B+1 ) of 100 selected shim vectors for native case (black) and implant
case (colour). Lines connect the corresponding native and implant values of
the sameRF-shimvector. (C) Convexhull of all 20000 shimvectors as in (B). (D)
CV(B+1 ) as function ofmean(B+1 ) of 100 selected shim vectors for native case
(black) and implant case (colour). Lines connect the corresponding native and
implant values of the same RF-shim vector. (E) Convex hull of all 20000 shim
vectors as in (D). This figure by Petzold et al. [35] is licenced under CC BY 4.0
and was adapted by including PCM.
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The psŜAR vs. sensor-SAR curve (panel A of Figs. 5.7 and 5.8) has the
upper limit psŜAR = 1 until the predefined hazard limit for the sensor signal
of SAR10g = 10Wkg−1 is reached. This behaviour occurs for both, SCM and
PCM and all channel counts. While the curve stays at psŜAR = 1 for SCM by
construction, it fans out for PCM and can, in principle, assume all values
between 0 and 1. This is because PCM is conservative and certain excitation
vectors hit the PCM limit before their actual psŜAR reaches a value of 1.

A linear increase ofpsŜAR following the sensorcalibration curve (Fig. 5.6)
is visible for sensor SAR values above the SAR10g = 10Wkg−1 limit for both
SCMandPCM. The sensor is therefore able to completelydescribe the single
hot spot in the patient when the implant is added and psŜAR > 1 is caused
by the implant hot spot alone.

The higher conservativeness of PCM compared to SCM can be seen when
comparing the maximum psŜAR values that reach 8 for SCM but only 5
and 3 for PCM for 8 channels and 2 channels, respectively. The maximum
found psŜAR of 8.5 for SCM at 8 channels was higher than the value of 7 that
emerged in the hot spot location analysis of Fig. 5.3. This is explained by
the absence of a theoretical limit for SCM and more (106 vs. 411) RF-shim
vectors that were evaluated and increased the likelihood to find a vector
closer to the extremes.

psŜAR as function of mean(B+1 ) is shown in panels B for 100 RF-shim
vectors, andpanels C for the convexhull of all 20000RF-shim vectors. Panels
D and E show CV(B+1 ) as function ofmean(B+1 ) for the 100 RF-shim vectors
and the convex hulls of all 20000 RF-shim vectors, respectively.CV(B+1 ) and
mean(B+1 ) show little difference between native case and implant case as
they are based on the whole torso in the image plane and the implant is only
changing a minor area. psŜAR, on the other hand, is strongly influenced by
the implant.

Maximum mean(B+1 ) for native case (black) and with strictest implant
limit ∆Timp = 2K (blue) in panels E have a difference of 10%/19% for 8
channels and SCM/PCM, showing a good potential for optimisation. The
gap is with 39%/30% higher for 2 channels and SCM/PCM indicating a sig-
nificantly reduced optimisation potential.

It is, in conclusion, possible to use a sensor at the implant tip for an instan-
taneous assessment of the tip heating hazard. The anchor-target analysis
showed that there is a higher potential for highmean(B+1 ) shims for higher
channel counts due to their higher count of degrees of freedom.
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5.4 B+1 -Optimisation with known digitalpatient model
Optimisations ofmean(B+1 ) and CV(B+1 ) were carried out for the combina-
tion of the native case with SCM and five implant sensor limits, see Fig. 5.9:

• a very low limit to test the pTx performance of∆Timp ≤ 0.01K,

• a low limit that could be suitable for critical patients of∆Timp ≤ 0.1K,

• two limits that are surmisable for general patients of ∆Timp ≤ 1K as
well as∆Timp ≤ 2K, and

• a local SAR limit based on the IEC limits [45] of tip SAR10g ≤ 10Wkg−1

that corresponds to∆Timp ≤ 3.5K for this specific case, see Fig. 5.6.
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Fig. 5.9: Trade-off between CV(B+1 ) andmean(B+1 ) for SCM with a spinal chord mock
implant at 8 channels, 3 T. Shim vectors marked with numbers 1-4 are dis-
played in Fig. 5.10. This figure byPetzold et al. [35] is licencedunderCC BY 4.0
and was adapted by adjusting the line styles.

The pTx optimised RF-shims with the strictest implant limit of ∆Timp =
0.01K showahighermean(B+1 ) than theCPmodewith themost lenient limit
of∆Timp = 3.5K, which demonstrates the advantage of pTx. Themean(B+1 )

of the CP mode scales with
√
SAR∝

√
∆Timp resulting in a highmean(B+1 )

drop for stricter limits while the pTx optimisations lose lessmean(B+1 ) due
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to the available degrees of freedom. The pTx RF-shims can reach half of the
CP mode’s CV(B+1 ).
The shim vectors marked with numbers are shown in Fig. 5.10.
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Fig. 5.10: Example shims for CP mode and pTx optimisation for implant tip limits
∆Timp ≤ 3.5K corresponding to SAR10g ≤ 10Wkg−1 and∆Timp ≤ 0.1K, see
with numbers marked positions in Fig. 5.9. ∣B+1 ∣ is shown in the image slice,
SAR and steady state temperature Tss are shown in the tip slice. The bottom
row shows the single channel amplitudes uc of the respective shim vector.
This figure by Petzold et al. [35] is licenced under CC BY 4.0 and was adapted
by using different VOPs.

The pTx shims show an up to 18-times higher single channel amplitude
for the strict temperature limit (#1 vs. #3) and a 3-times higher single chan-
nel amplitude for the lenient SAR limit (#2 vs #4). This results in a 7-fold
increasedmean(B+1 ) and better B+1 homogeneity compared to the CP mode
with the strict limit where no temperature hot spot is visible for both cases.
The SAR10g = 10Wkg−1 hazard limit results for both CP mode (#2) and pTx
optimisation (#4) in a hot spot of nearly 41 °C at the implant tip andmay thus
be considered too lenient.
The optimisation can also account for additional limits like a single chan-

nel amplitude limit which is caused by the hardware in all MR scanners. In
Fig. 5.11, the single channel voltage was limited by Uc = 20V1 for demon-
stration purposes. This results in 15% lower mean(B+1 ) for the pTx shims
for the same CV(B+1 ) as the CP mode, while the CP mode is not affected as
the implant limit is dominating.
1The port voltage with 4 ports per element is 20V. It is not possible to directly infer the
transmit voltage.
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Fig. 5.11: (A) Trade-off between CV(B+1 ) and mean(B+1 ) for SCM, implant tip limit
SAR10g ≤ 10Wkg−1 and with additional hardware limit uc ≤ 20. This fig-
ure by Petzold et al. [35] is licenced under CC BY 4.0 and was adapted by
using a different hardware limit.

It is, in conclusion, possible to use the calibrated sensor signal, the na-
tive safety limit and channel wise B+1 maps to achieve RF-shims with high
mean(B+1 ), low CV(B+1 ), native safety and implant safety.

5.5 B+1 -Optimisation accounting for anunknown patient model
This sections combines the implant safety concept with the native safety
mitigation for unknown patient models, see Chapter 4. Themean(B+1 ) and
CV(B+1 ) were optimised for model Duke with the spinal cord dummy im-
plant and implant-caused temperature rise limits of ∆Timp = 1K and 2K.
Different to the previous section is the native safety limit where the knowl-
edge of the exact digital model with SCM is no longer assumed and the limit
is derived from the combined native safety limits of the 7 models between
50 – 80 kg with the safety factor derived from the 6-anchor-to-1-target analy-
sis to adjust for unknown patient models instead.
The optimisation was carried out for the native limits SCM, PASCM and

PCM, for 0.5 T, 1.5 T and 3T and for channel counts 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16. A second
set of optimisation was carried out for the native case without implant to as-
sess themean(B+1 ) impact of the implant. The trade-offs betweenmean(B+1 )
and CV(B+1 ) are shown in Fig. 5.12.
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It is noticeable that there is only a minimal difference in mean(B+1 ) be-
tween native case and implant case for 0.5 T. Increasing the channel count
furthermore leads to a lower mean(B+1 ) compared to the CP mode. It can
therefore be concluded that the tested implant is safe for 0.5 T in this spe-
cific position, and the CP mode fulfilling the local SAR limits is sufficient
to achieve patient safety. A decreasing B0 leads for the native case without
implant and the samemean(B+1 ) in general to a lower SAR [175, 176]. This
does, however, not ensure that all possible configurations of the test implant
are safe for 0.5 T. In light of this, it might be still considered to integrate a
sensor, at least for watch-dog purposes [173].
Reductions inmean(B+1 ) between native case and implant case are visible

for 1.5 T and 3T for CPmode and pTx optimised RF-shims. The reduction is
stronger for the stricter Timp = 1K hazard limit than for Timp = 2K. Accom-
modating for the implant affects the CP mode more strongly than the pTx
RF-shims because of the fewer degrees of freedom. The 2-channel mode
likewise performs worse than 4-16 channels that show only minor differ-
ences. This is likely the result of stricter safety factors cancelling the gain
of the additional degrees of freedom.
The general performance order of the safety limits for the native case is

PCM < PASCM < SCM, as expected from the previous chapter, see Fig. 4.20.
Themean(B+1 ) of the implant-case with the same homogeneity as the CP

mode relative to themean(B+1 ) of the CP mode is shown in Fig. 5.13A-C for
both hazard limits∆Timp = 1K and 2K. The values above unity signal that
pTx is advantageous compared to the CP mode.
Themean(B+1 ) quotient of∆Timp = 1K and 2K for the homogeneity of the

CP mode is shown in Fig. 5.13D-F. A value of
√
2 represents the case where

only the implant is limiting mean(B+1 ) and the native limit is not relevant.
A value of 1 represents, in contrast, the case where only the native limit
is limiting mean(B+1 ) and a more lenient implant hazard limit would not
improvemean(B+1 ) at all.
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mode of the implant case with hazard limits∆Timp = 1K and 2K.

No effect of the implant can be seen for 0.5 T.
The additional degrees of freedom of the pTx system offer substantial

benefit for 1.5 T and 3T with up to 2.5 times more mean(B+1 ) than the CP
mode for 3 T at 16 channels with∆Timp = 2K, SCM while PASCM and PCM
increase the availablemean(B+1 ) by 1.9 and 1.4, respectively, see Fig. 5.13C.
Themean(B+1 ) quotient of both hazard limits is decreasing with channel

count for both 1.5 T and 3T from
√
2 at one channel to approximately 1.1 at

4 channels, showing that 4 channels are necessary for this specific case to
harvest the fullmean(B+1 ) potential of the more strict hazard limit.
The usage of pTx is, in conclusion, beneficial if the same local SAR limits

are used, both for CP mode and pTx. There was no additional mean(B+1 )
advantage of pTx for 0.5 T for the tested implant, in contrast to 1.5 T and
3T where an improvement ofmean(B+1 ) can be achieved with pTx. A high
enough count of channels is necessary to harvest the full pTx potential. A
channel count of at least 4 would be recommended for the tested case. The
mean(B+1 ) advantage of SCM over PASCM below 30% for 3 T and 10% for
1.5 T for the tested implant configuration might be not worth the added
complexity of incorporating phase information. This decision has to be
taken by theMR systemmanufacturer for the actual coil geometry andmust
be based on more simulated implant cases.
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6 A sensor calibration strategyfor implant manufacturers
The implant sensor was until now positioned in the critical region at the
implant tip to test the feasibility of the implant safety concept as this location
provides the most valuable information about the implant hazard [10, 26,
177]. The design of new implant leads with integrated sensors might be
not straightforward because the sensor placement might antagonise other
design constraints like material, size or clearance around the electrode.

This chapter therefore takes a different approach requiring fewer con-
straints for the implant design: One-dimensional implants are designed to
transmit signals between implantable pulse generator (IPG) and the tip of
the lead. All RF signals that are captured by the tip are therefore transmitted
to the IPG, where a filter is generally available that protects the electronic
components from the RF influence. This chapter investigates the possibil-
ity to instead use the RF signal at the other end of a coaxial cable as hazard
measure. A coaxial cable is very suitable for this purpose, as interferences
along the cable are shielded.

The feasibility to use a voltage sensor at the IPG end of pre-existing coax-
ial leads [178, 179] is tested for the dummy implant of a coaxial cable with
uninsulated tip. Such a sensor could be integrated into the IPG [27] where
less constraints apply and communicate with the MRI scanner trough stan-
dardised communication protocols like Bluetooth [26].

A prerequisite for the feasibility of such sensors is the RF-shim-vector-
stability and trajectory-stability of the sensor signal,meaning that the corre-
lation between sensor signal and hazardmeasure should be independent of
RF-shim vector and implant lead trajectory. These prerequisites were tested
by an experiment.

The sensor signal must furthermore be calibrated so that it correlates
with the actual worst case hazard measure and not just with the hazard
measure at a single position. Simulations were carried out for this purpose
in a second step.

Parts of this chapter were published in a conference abstract [94], one journal
paper by Petzold et al. [35] and one journal paper by Silemek et al. [27].
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6.1 Calibration of a remote sensor
A 7T (297MHz) pTx testbed [90] was used for the experiments. A cylinder
PVP/water phantom (radius: 100mm, height: 198mm, relative permittiv-
ity εr = 43.8, electrical conductivity σ = 0.35Sm−1) was placed in the 7 T
8-channel head coil [180].
A semi-rigid coaxial cable (SUCOFORM_141_CU_FEP, Huber+Suhner AG,

Herisau, Switzerland, 12mm of shield at tip uninsulated, 5mm extended
inner conductor) acts as mock implant and was bent into a loop to pick up
RF-current from multiple channels on the outer conductor, see Fig. 6.1A.
The radial E-field and the temperature near the coaxial cable tip were mea-
sured by two probes (E1TDSz SNI, SPEAG, Zürich, Switzerland; respective
FBG/FBG-TEMP-XXS with controller CANFDX/L-FBG-T8, imc Test & Mea-
surement GmbH, Berlin, Germany) with the loop being submerged into the
phantom so that its tip rested 15mm below the liquid surface, see Fig. 6.1B.
The voltage between inner and outer conductor (the ‘sensor signal’) was
measured outside of the RF coil by the testbed’s analog-to-digital converter
(ADC).

(B) Trajectory 1

(C) Trajectory 2

(A) Setup

12 mm 5 mm

temperature sensor

coaxial cable

E-field sensor
dipole

liquid level

1
7
0
 m

m

15 mm

fiber of
temperature sensor

tip voltage sensor

E-field probe

E-field probe

implant lead tip

implant lead tip

fiber of
temperature sensor

fiber of
temperature sensor

Fig. 6.1: Experimental setup to correlate implant tip heating with E-field and tip tem-
perature. (A) A semi-rigid coaxial cablewith uninsulated tip is bent into a loop.
A fibre-optical temperature sensor is attached to the tip. An E-field sensor is
positioned to be close to the tip (see zoom). (B) Trajectory 1 in the PVP/water
phantom and 8-channel head coil. (C) Trajectory 2 where the tip was bent
approximately 50mm. This figure by Petzold et al. [35] is licenced under
CC BY 4.0 and was adapted by rearranging the panels.

Radial E-field and sensor signal were measured for 1000 RF shim vector
pulses with random phase and amplitude with maximum single channel
amplitude of 0.55V and 100µs duration each, see Fig. 6.2A. The maximum
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voltage was chosen to avoid saturation effects of the E-field probe.
Temperature and sensor signal were measured for 10 RF-shim vectors

that were selected from the 1000 previous shim vectors so that they are
spaced approximately equidistant over the span of possible sensor signals.1
These selected RF-shim vectors were scaled by factor 5 to 2.75V maximum
single channel amplitude for an increased SNR of the temperaturemeasure-
ments with 60 s duration each, see Fig. 6.2B-E.
The heating experiments were repeated for trajectory 2 where the im-

plant’s tip was bent 50mm away from the E-field probe to test for trajectory-
stability, see Fig. 6.1C.
There is a good linear correlation between sensor signal and radial E-field

with Pearson r = 0.97 for trajectory 1. This indicates that the calibration is
independent of the chosen shim vector. Temperature and sensor signal are
linearly correlated with r = 0.99 for the measurements of both trajectories,
indicating that the calibration curve is independent of lead trajectory as
well.
A baseline temperature drift can be observed for the temperature evolu-

tion curve of Fig. 6.2C. The temperature rise curve where the mean temper-
ature in the 5 s before heating starts was subtracted is shown in Fig. 6.2D.
The curve of shim vector 10 stays the same despite 0.5 K higher baseline
temperature for the repetition showing a good linearity for the phantom.
The normalised temperature curves where the mean temperature between
58 s and 62 s was additionally set to 1 is shown in Fig. 6.2E. All shim vectors
except for #1 (not shown) with the lowest temperature rise show a similar
time course additionally showing the linearity of the system.

1I wish to thank Dr. Rüdiger Brühl for providing his temperature sensor measurement recording
scripts and assistance with the temperature measurements.
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Fig. 6.2:Measurements from the implant tip sensor calibration setup. (A) Radial E-
field as function of sensor signal for 1000 random shim vectors with maxi-
mum single channel amplitude 0.55V and implant trajectory 1. 10 vectors
spread over all possible sensor signal are marked with diamonds. A begin-
ning saturation of the E-field sensor is visible above 1500 E-field units. (B)
Temperature difference as function of squared sensor signal for trajectory 1
and 2. 10 shim vectors with maximum single channel amplitude 2.75V each.
The shim vectors of trajectory 1 marked with grey diamonds correspond to
themeasurements of panel A. The colour coded square shim vectors of trajec-
tory 2 correspond to the temperature curves of panels C-E. (C) Temperature
as a function of time for the complete heating experiment of trajectory 2. (D)
Temperature difference as function of time difference of all tested shim vec-
tors of trajectory 2. (E) Normalised temperature curves as function of time
difference of trajectory 2. Shim vector 1 is not shown. Adopted from [35, 94].

6.2 Hazard determination near implant tips
The indicated RF-shim-vector-stability and trajectory-stability allow to sim-
plify the simulation by only focusing on the implant tip and excite the
implant directly without intermediate RF coil. A isotropic spatial resolu-
tion of 100µm was used for the EM FDTD- and thermal simulation of a
44mm × 44mm × 74mm region around the coaxial cable tip in a rectangular
PVP/water phantom (relative permittivity εr = 43.8, electrical conductivity
σ = 0.35Sm−1, thermal conductivity 0.1Wm−1 K−1 [157]), see Fig. 6.3.
The implant tip was excited by a voltage source between outer conductor

and a ground plane at the remote end of the coaxial cable, to reduce the
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background SAR level at the lead tip and minimise the simulation space for
lower computational load. The voltage across a 50Ω resistor between inner
conductor and outer conductor was recorded.

(A)

phantom

inner conductor

dielectric

shieldjacket

excitation source

ground plane

(B)

excitation source

voltage sensor

ground plane

shield

inner conductor

jacket

dielectric

phantom

Fig. 6.3: Simulation setup to correlate voltage between core and shield of the coaxial
cable with tip temperature. (A) 3D view of coaxial cable. (B) Cross section
through the coaxial cable. Adapted from [94].

SAR hotspots are found at the end of the tip and the edges of the outer
conductor, see Fig. 6.4.
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Fig. 6.4: Simulated coaxial tip SAR. Please note the logarithmic scale. From [94].

The thermal simulations with 60 s of heating followed by 60 s of cooling
use the electric loss density map of the EM simulation as heat source. The
temperature of inner andouter conductorwas fixed to the base temperature,
as the high heat conductivity of the metal would otherwise require very
small time steps resulting in a not feasible computational load.
The temperature curve was scaled with a scalar to qualitatively match
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the curve of shim vector #10, see Fig. 6.5A.2 The distinct advantage of the
simulation lies in the possibility to review different spatial positions of the
temperature, see Fig. 6.5B,C. A 40% higher maximum temperature can be
found at the tip of the implant compared to the sensor position. The simula-
tion furtherdemonstrated, that the timedependencyof thehot spot location
after heating stopped needs to be considered for safety assessment.
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Fig. 6.5: Simulated coaxial tip temperature dynamics. (A) Temperature rise as function
of time for shim vector #10 and scaled simulated temperature difference. (B)
Temperature rise as function of time for the spatial maximum (red) and two
positions (m1,m2) that show the highest temperature at different given times.
(C) Temperature rise map after 60 s with marked sensor position. From [94].

It is furtherpossible to reviewdifferent tissues at the implant tip bymeans
of simulation, see Figs. 6.6 and 6.7. The voltage of the simulated sensor was
set to the same value as for the PVP/water phantom and the temperature
evolution curveswere scaledaccordingly foradditional simulationswith the
phantom properties of white matter, grey matter and cerebrospinal fluid.
The maximum spatial temperature evolution of the PVP/water phantom

is comparable to the curve of cerebrospinal fluid. The PVP/water phantom
could hence be used with an appropriate safety factor for a calibration that
is valid for the typical tissues encountered around the tip of a deep brain
stimulator.
The described approach combiningmeasurement and simulation can, in

summary, be used to investigate implant safety for different implant leads.
The simulation is necessary to ensure that the actual patient hazard is cor-
rectly reflected in the sensor calibration. The measurements are necessary
to validate the simulations.

2The cable attenuation alone is not sufficient to explain the difference betweenmeasured
voltage and simulated voltage in this case. This was not further investigated as the nec-
essary factor to adjust simulation to experiment can be estimated with the temperature
curve.
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Fig. 6.6: (A-D) Electric loss density maps (please note the logarithmic scale) and (E-H)
temperature rise maps of the central plane trough the implant tip for the four
phantommaterials PVP/water, white matter, grey matter and cerebrospinal
fluid for the same simulated voltage sensor measurement. This figure by
Silemek et al. [27] is licenced under CC BY 4.0.
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Fig. 6.7: Temperature rise as function of time for the sensor position (left) and the
maximum spatial temperature (right) for different simulated phantoms. This
figure by Silemek et al. [27] is licenced under CC BY 4.0.
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7 Summary
This thesis focused on improving the pTx RF safety for patients in MRI.
The native pTx safety of a patient without implant was explored first. It was
shown that pTx is advantageous in terms of maximum possiblemean(B+1 )
over theCPmode for the testedbirdcage coil at 0.5 T,1.5 T and3T if the same
local SAR limits apply to the CP mode that are required for pTx. A channel
count of 2 with SCM is able to achieve the best native performance for 0.5 T
and 1.5 T with mean(B+1 ) improvements of up to 30%. A higher channel
count of 16 is required for 3 T to achieve the 1.5 T CPmodeB+1 homogeneity
of CV(B+1 ) = 0.1 for all models. SCM and PASCM have, in this case, a very
similarmean(B+1 ) performance. It was demonstrated that a safety limit for
a patient with a position between pre-calculated anchor positions can be
inferred from the closest anchors.
The main advantage of pTx emerges when an implant is present and the

available degrees of freedom can be exploited to adjust the electromagnetic
RF field so that implant-caused heating is minimised whilemean(B+1 ) per-
formance is maintained. The mock implant posed no safety hazard for the
tested configuration at 0.5 T. For 1.5 T and 3T and the very specific tested
configuration, a major improvement inmean(B+1 ) of factor 3 compared to
the CP mode can be achieved. This pTx advantage is likely to be situation
dependent.
The main contributions to the field include

1. the demonstration how pTx RF safety can be ensured if the uncertain-
ties are properly accounted for arising from the fact that the actual
patient’s anatomy andposition in the scanner are not precisely known,

2. the demonstration of an implant safety concept separating native pa-
tient safety and and implant-related safety hazards, and

3. the analysis of the three safety modes SCM, PASCM and PCM in terms
of their performance and robustness for native safety and implant
safety.
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Appendix
A.1 Estimation of the limit mass fractionwhere whole body SAR and partial bodySAR are equally limiting.
The partial body SAR limits lpb is calculated by

lpb = lpba − lpbb
m

M
(A.1)

with ratio of patient mass in the effective volume of the coil m and total
patient massM . The fractionm/M where whole body and partial body SAR
limits are equally limiting can be roughly estimated by assuming that power
P is deposited in the patient. The safety condition of the whole body limit
is thereby

P

M
≤ lwb. (A.2)

Assuming that power rP with 0 ≤ r ≤ 1 is deposited in the partial body mass
results in the safety condition for partial body SAR

rP

m
≤ lpba − lpbb

m

M
. (A.3)

Setting Eqs. (A.2) and (A.3) equal results in a quadratic equation form/M
with solution

m

M
=
1

2

lpba

lpbb
±

¿
Á
Á
ÁÀ

1

4

l2pba

l2pbb
− r

lwb
lpbb

. (A.4)

The ‘+’ solutions are not relevant as m ≤ M . This results for assumed r =
0.95 inm/M ≈ 0.23 for normal mode (lwb = 2Wkg−1, lpba = 10Wkg−1, lpbb =
8Wkg−1) and m/M ≈ 0.59 for first level controlled mode (lwb = 4Wkg−1,
lpba = 10Wkg−1, lpbb = 6Wkg−1). For body imaging it is hence expected that
the whole body SAR is limiting for normal mode while the partial body SAR
is limiting for first level controlled mode.
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A.2 Derivation of the maximum singlechannel amplitude limit
The normalised upper limit SAR ŜARmax can be estimated with 1-norm ∥ ⋅ ∥1
and supremum norm ∥ ⋅ ∥∞ for each normalised SARmatrix Q̂ and arbitrary
RF-shim vector u as

ŜAR = ∣ŜAR∣ = ∣u†Q̂u∣

≤ ∥u∥∞ ⋅ ∥Q̂u∥1 Hölder’s inequality [138]
= ∥u∥∞ ⋅∑

i

∣(Q̂u)i∣. (A.5)

For the ith component of vector Q̂u follows

∣(Q̂u)i∣ = ∣Q̂i,u∣

≤ ∥u∥∞ ⋅ ∥Q̂i∥1. Hölder’s inequality (A.6)

Combining Eqs. (A.5) and (A.6) results in

ŜAR ≤ ∥u∥∞∑
i

(∥u∥∞ ⋅ ∥Q̂i∥1)

= ∥u∥2∞∑
i

∥Q̂i∥1

= ∥u∥2∞∑
i,k

∣Q̂i,k∣ ≡ ŜARmax. (A.7)

Setting ŜARmax = 1, i.e. one SAR value hits the respective IEC limit, results
in:

max
c
∣uc∣ = ∥u∥∞ =

1
√

∑i,k ∣Q̂i,k∣

. (A.8)

The maximum allowed amplitude α of all normalised SAR matrices Q̂
(j)
is

therefore

α =min
j

1
√

∑i,k ∣Q̂
(j)

i,k ∣

. (A.9)
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Combining Eqs. (A.7) and (A.9) results in the upper limit maximum SAR
ŜARmax that a system with single channel amplitude limit αt can have, if an
RF-shim vector with maximum single channel amplitude αa is used:

ŜARmax = (
αa

αt

)
2

. (A.10)
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Fig. A.1:Maximum intensity projections of point SAR in models Jeduk with two arm
configurations and Glenn. A body loop exists for model Jeduk with closed
arms. For model Glenn, the hotspot of the body loop is dominant for 0.5 T in
panel (C) and fades for higher field strengths. This figure by Petzold et al. [91]
is licenced under CC BY 4.0.
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A.4 Performance of the native safety limitsfor all 11 anchor models
The analysis in Section 4.6 was carried out for all 11 human voxel models
as well. Fig. A.3 shows, that this selection of models is very heterogeneous
with models Eddie (only 0.5 T) and Fats showing the highest psŜAR with
large margin for 8 and 16 channels. It can therefore be concluded that the
other models are not sufficient to predict the local SAR in Fats sufficiently
while the local SAR restrictions by Fats are overly conservative. The result-
ing SCM safety factor of 6 for 16 channels results in significantly lowered
mean(B+1 ) compared to the analysis with 7 models, where a safety factor
of 2 was obtained and the overshoots are more uniformly distributed, see
Fig. 4.15.
This effect is even more pronounced for a lower number of anchor sim-

ulations, see Fig. A.4. A high safety factor above 20 would be required for
16 channels and an anchor model count below 3. The maximum psŜAR is
limited by the global SAR limit of the target simulation for the low channel
counts for SCM,which can be seen, for example, in Fig. A.4o where the first
4 anchor models do not change Fats’ psŜAR.
Themean(B+1 ) of the optimised pTx RF-shims based on the 11 models is

lower than for the 7 model analysis, see Fig. A.5. This is mainly caused by
models Fats andEddie that require higher safety factors for SCMandPASCM
and low single channel amplitude limits for PCM. The phase-agnostic safety
limits suffer less from the additional models, especially for high channel
counts, with the result that PCM outperforms the other modes for 1.5 T and
3T and 16 channels while PASCM and SCM are comparable.
This shows the importance of the proper selection of a suitable group of

human voxel models for the anchor-target analysis, especially for higher
pTx channel counts where model differences are of higher relevance.
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Fig. A.3: psŜAR as function of the target model in an anchor-target analysis with 106

random shim vectors scaled to hit the limit of the 10 remaining anchor mod-
els.
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number of anchor models

Fig. A.4:Maximum psŜAR as function of anchor model count for all possible combi-
nations of up to 10 anchor-models and target model.
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number of models that 
reached            = 0.1

Fig. A.5:mean(B+1 ) performance for SCM, PASCM and PCM (the limits of all 11 mod-
els under test with an additional safety factor are considered each) or with
model known (SCM, limits of currentmodel only, no safety factor).mean(B+1 )
is plotted relative to themean(B+1 ) of the CP mode with unknownmodel con-
dition (combined limits of all 11 models with additional safety factor). (A-C)
Trade-off betweenmean(B+1 ) andCV(B+1 ) formodelDuke and 8 channels. (D-
F) mean(B+1 ) that reaches CV(B+1 ) = 0.1 divided by the mean(B+1 ) of the CP
mode. Higher values are better. (G-I) Difference of costC = −mean(B+1 )/µT+
3×CV(B+1 ) between CPmode and the best shim vector of pTx optimised shim
vectors. G-I use different y-scales and are hence not directly comparable.
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